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Foreword

AToday ore women than ever before are enrolled.in postsecondary education.

Many of these are adult women who s=eek vocational training in order to

prepare themselveTto enter the job market or to adva e it

Adult women often have special problems in obtaining appropriate vote-
.,

tionilk education. A study of access to occupationaL education for women

in junior and community colleges (Eliasen, 1977) found that:

Women are tracked into program§, leading to "dull, dead:

end, and poorly paying" jpbs
1.

Vocational educators need help in attracting and keeping

women in2nontraditional occupational curricula

VocatiOnal education programs rarely irovide credit for

life experience learning.

The purpose of this guide is to help vocational educators learn mote about

adult women's life experiences, and about, the skills,,knowledge, and abili-
.

ties that women.develop through these experiences. This guide will also

, /
show how vocational educators can assess women's life experience learning.

4

to provide better, career co nseling for these women, and to give academic

credit or improved tour e placements. This guide will also show how

-1)

informa,t ion about the "missing links" bbte weep adult ,women's experiential

learn4and job or program requirements can be used to restructure courses

or curricula to,attract more adult Wften.

tJ
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. Chapter,I

Overview

0

The putpose of this,guide is to help vocational educators learn more '

I

4

about adult women's life experiences and-aburrt---thm--skillb,-larouriedge;and.

abilities that women learn through these experiences. This guide will also

show how vocational Iducators can use information about women's life experi-

ence leat'ing to improve career cognseling and to make more appropriate.

course or program placements.
1-

What IA ExperieutAal Learning? .

There are two- kinds of experiential learning: .

Sponsored experiential learning, such, as field work and intern-

ships, which take place away from the classroom but are planned

and/or supervised by a faculty member, and
*

Prior or life experience learning, which occurs Outside of

schools and without faculty supervision.

Most VtCational educatois recognize the importance of sponsored experiential

learning. They know that placing a student in a job teaches new skills and°

adds meaning to what has been taught in the classroom.

Most vocational educators are, also aware that students who come to them'

with some work experience have already learned some (but by no means all) of

the skills which are taught in the classroom. Many vocalpnal educed&

program's. Make cours, adjusiments for students who have work experience,

often allowing the student,to skip or "test-out" of an introductory course.

I
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This kind of adjustment'ls one way of providing credit for life experience
. . .

learning.,

What is Different About 'Women's Life Experience Learning?

Many women spend a period of time in 'unpaid work, as homemakers and as

leaders of community :roues or volunteer or anizations. Although inch'of

this unpaid work is very. similar to what is done in paid jobs,.it is often

overlOoked by vocational educators and counselors.

What Are the Obstacles to the Recognition of Women's Unpaid Work Experience?

There are six barriers to the acceptance'of women's life experience

learning:

Identification - -the woman herself, or the vocational educator, may not

recognize that an activity has been a learning experience in which new

skills and-knowledge-were acquired.

Articulation- -women and vocational educators may not be able to see the

relationship between skills acquired through experiential learning and

those taught in a vocational education program.

Assessment--even when vocational educators agree that women's life experi-

ence learning has resulted in relevant skills, formal recognition of

these skills may not occur because of-problems in assessing and crede

tialing life experience learning.,

Knowledge Gaps--because prior.experience learning is not syste tically

organized, the knowledge acqUired may not cover all of t./ topics

taught in a vocational education program.

0 Financial- -some vocational education institutions do not 04 credit for

4 life experience learning because.they are concerned about the loss of

9
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tuition income or'because state financial reimbursement policies do not

provide for such paymehts.

4

Beliefs--some vocational educators worry that if they acdept life experi-

ence learning, it will result in lower standards or the admission of

--ind.i3Aiduals_xulahle-to-per.form_well_in_tha RI Ger AM - They nm_arssathink

that adult women will not perform well in vocational education programs.

This'guide provides inforqation'and materials.that can help you overcome
'

these barriers.

What Are the Advantages?

6s_

By credentialpg lIfe expetIemaa-learning, vocational educators will be

able to attract more adult women students to,their programs. This is espec-

ially true fc4 programs that prepare students for jobs in areas where few

women are now employed. Many employers are eager to hire women for such non-

traditional jobs.

It Second, the process outlined in this guide =- matching skills to program

requirements --can help improve student selection and Counseling. Women ean

be guided into programs which will make the best use, qtith.e skills and knawl-
.

Jedge they have acquired.

Finally, credentialing life experience learning is time and cost effec-

tive. This is particularly important for vocational education programs that

have a1 abundance of applicants. By providing credit fOr Prior learning,

more students%can be handled with no reduction in program quality and

standards. Students do not spend their own and an instructor's time being

'taught skills they-already have. Students and the institution (or the tax-

payer) do not spend money for courses to teach the individual things s/he

14k-
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; 4
alre4dynows andcan do. However, because most institutions charge students

or assessment of prior experiOnCe learning, any loss of tAition income is

usually compensated for by these fees.

.r
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?Chapter II

Reviewing Women's Life Experience Lening

The purpose of this chapter is to help vocational educatIrs understand
ti

It will soint out some of

the common experien ces that are-important for vocational educat.ion programs.

The major emphasis will be on unpaid work, such as homemaking, volunteer
o

, .

work, and community service. However, hobbies and recreation, credit and

noncredit courses, and previous paid work experience is also described.

Homedakingi
1,

A study of homemaking tasks was done by Abt and Lewis (1978) to help

vocational educators in co nsumer and homemaking programs make the content of

their programs more relevant to the tasks actually performed in the home.

This analysis lists the following homemaking tasks:

Managing money

Caring for and improving self

Caring for family members

Meeting nutritional needs

2
Providing for faMdily;health

and' safety

Providing for housing

Managing time

, Providing and caring for clothing
and textile products

Cleaning And maintaining the home

,Providing transportation

Planning for social events and
entertaining

Providing and maintainin g' yard

and garden

Caring for pets
4

,

%Most duties contain a variety of tasks, and different homemakers do different

f kinds of tasks.' The Abt and Lewis analysis shows how the job of homemaker

O
-5--
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varies for married homemakerssingle'parents, homemakers without children,

low income hleemak7s, rural homemakers, and minority homemakers.

Another study-arvey & Begalla, 1975) tries!P.to determine which.paid jobs-

were most like homemaking: Using profiles. of 'dyer 1,000,oceugAtions, the

.'fkibwidg 20 jobs had the most similar scones (listed from greatest to least'
.

similarity): patraman, home, economist, -airport, maintenance cOif, kitchen

helper, fire fightek, troubleshooter, instrument-maker helper, electrician
<Ay

foremail* gas plant maintenance foreman, hydroelectric machinery mec anic

-

transmission mechanic, repair linemaniOblectric meter repairman,.vocationel

c. training strUctor, life guard``, fire captain, switch-gear repairman, and

consum service home economist.

'Volunte Work,
"-:41,!,

kstudy of volunteer wprk Action, 1974) found that 26% of all women

surveyed (and 20% of all men) do some volunteer work.
,

The most frequent
0...

types of volunteer work in this survey were: religious work (usher, choir

member, etc.), 35%; giving direct service, 34%; group leader, 1J%; okginizer
.

or plann , 13%; fund raiser, 8%; and clerical, 6%. The average weekly time

A
en to volunteer work by the women t this survey wa4 eight hours.

An unpublished survey (Ekstrom `& rockheed, 1975) of,adult women's

volunteer work found the most frequent activities were: holding an office
4

'' in an organization; teaching o,r tutoring; olitical activities; clerical`

-work; fund raising; writin for publication;. public speakidgf and leading

a cultural, recreational, or youth group.

Project ACCESS Surveys

A

In this project, we collected thforftation from 155 adult women in

e*

1

4
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pre-employment counseling programs in-IChicags6 IL; Dallas, TX; Hackensack,

NJ; and Oakland, CA., Ninety percent of these women were.age 35 or oldpr;

half were dyer 45. Se4elity-seven percent tiere White, 14% were Black; and

- the remainder represented other minorities. All held high school diploma

7e94)1
orGED. All had been primarily homemakers (not tegularly employed for pay

outside the home) for at least five years;, sixty percent had been home-,
. .

''.
, . makers for 20 years or longer.

N
Their most frequent,bomemaking experiences included: cooking, 94%i

.

shopping, 94%; ,cleaning, 93%; parenting, 88%; money-management, 85%; home

taintenapce, 83%; home nursing, 79%; horticulture, 79;; and appliance repair,

.37%.

Eighty-two percent had volunteer vork and community service experience.

these experiences were inthe areas of:. education, 26%; civic action, 14%;
,

religion,, 14%; health, 13%i*citizenship, 10%; politics, 3%; social welfare,

2%; and recreation, 1 %: ,Twenty-one percent had received formal training from

'their community or,-volunteer organization.

Most (93%) of these women had'previous paid work experience. The' most

frequent area of experience was business, detail -, which involved 47% of the

group. Twelve percent had education or library work' experience; 11% had

selling experience; 10% had social service work experience; 8% had personal

service work experience; 4%.had done mechanical work; and 3%.had done

artistic work. Twenty-one Percent of these women had received forkal on-the-
-

.4

job training.

Thirty-six percent of tl?ese155 women had received vocational or;techni-

cal training. Of these, 53% took business or office programs, 12% personal
v-

4
,
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services, 11% health, 9% fine arts and humanities, and5% home economics.

Thirty percent of these 155'womeri had a college degree. The most frequently, ,

28-

, mentioned college programs were: humanities, 17%; education, 16%; business,".

13%; and psychology', 12%.

In this project we aj.s; conducted a survey of 131 adult women (average
.0

age, 40) who were returriing tofaid employment., Eighty-three percent of

these women 'were White and 17% were minority. Most were residents of cities,

(40%) or suburban areas (42%).: Almost all (96%) had a high school diploma

or GED,;but only 36% held a college degretv Eighty-nine percent had not been
A'

"regularly employed for pay outside the home" for-five years or more; over

60% had not been employed for pay for more than ten year.

We.askedthese women about frequent specific experienced in-homemaking

and parentirfg, volunteer work and community service, credit and noncredit

courses,,and hobbies; as web. as any paid work ecperience 5. As can be seen

1

below, these women had prior lekrning experiences related to many occupational

groups.

Experiences related to Agriculture and Agribusiness occupations:

Growing flowering plants 71%

Floral design 59%
Pet care, grooming, or training. 53%

Landscape design 47%

Lawn maintenance 47%
°Vegetable or.fruit,growing 43%

Paid worlein agriculture . 6%

Experiences related to Business and Office occupations:

Managing household money 82%

Maintaining home financial records '76%

Selecting living quarters 69%

Paid work as a secretary 65%

Elective .office in a volunxeer organization' 44%

eb
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.

Typing, filing, or office work for a volunteer organization
Responsibility for.the day-to-day administration of.'

a volunteer organization ,

Supervision of other volunteers
Paid work as a bookkeeper 4

Keeping accounts for a volunteer organization i

Being responsible for the financial management of a,
volunteer organization

42%

33%

32% .,

28%

24%

22%

Experiences related to Communications and Media occupations:

Speaking before large groups . 33%

Obtaining and scheduling speakers, performers, ortilms. T 32%

Photography 29%

Writing or editing a newsletter 29%

Writing press releases 25%

F. Performing in shows or concerts ,20%

Experiences related to Construction occupations: ,

60%(
\._ \

Interidt design
furniture building 9 .

Paintini, wallpapering, or setting tile .

34%

22%

Carpentry or construction' '10%

Paid work in building Or construction , 3%

Making electrical repairs 2%

Making plumbing repairs 2%
4

Exper- nces related to Fine Arts and Humanities occupations:
A

,

Providing religious instruction 74%

Fine arts hobbies (paintAng, music, etc.) 54%

Reading in the humanities 32%P
Designing clothing 29%

Creative writing . 24%

Learning or maintaining a foreign language 22%

Credit Qr nonFredit courses in.the humanities 21%

Designing posters 21%

Paidwork in the creative or performing arts 17%

Translating material into English 6%

Translating material into another language 2%

',Experiences related to Health occupations:

Providing home health care '88%

Caring for an infant 84%

Giving first aid for injuries 66%

Diagnosing childhood diseases 51%

Reading in the biological sciences 17%

1

O
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Caring for an elderly or handicapped family member.
Credit or noncredit courses in the biological sciences
Paid work as

\

a nurse

Experiences related to Manufacturing, Repair_, and 'TechniAl occupations:

9.5%

'13%

12%

96%

88% -

Managing time and schedulitg -activities /2
,5 Setting priorities 1

,

Crafts (ceramics, stained glass, etc.) 56%
Making clothing for children or adults 51%
Assembling children's toys and play equipment 48%
Training others to work in a Volunteer organization 47%
Repairing furniture 38%
Credit or noncredit courses_in crafts 35%
Supervising the work of other volunteers 32% r-

Paid work in manufacturing 23% 1
Reading in the physical sciences 14%
Credit or noncredit courses in the physical sciences 12%,

Furniture finishing /refinishing 12%
'Paid work in science or technology 12%
Paid mechanical or repair work
Making small appliance repairs

Experiences related to Marketing and Distribution occupations:

Evaluating add)purchasing food 100%
Eipluating and purchasing textile items 88%
Evrivating and purchasing furniture and appliances 652
Paid work in retail sales 40%
-Supervising the distribution of printed materials 32%
Selecting, nicing, and selling items for a volunteer

orgadization :28%

OrganJ,zing a sale 27%
Creating adversing for an organizatior ,21%

Experiences related to Personal Serviceoccupations:

Cleaning and daring for clothing 97%
Housecleaning and home maintenance supervision ,93%
Providing personal grooming or beauty care. 77%

Paid work' in household service 20%
Paid work in cosmetology 6%

5%

2%*

Experiences related to Public Service occupations:

:..- .

Listening to and advising children in the family 92%.

.
Evaluating and selecting educational institutions 74%

Evaluating and selecting child care arrangements _ 72%

Referring others to sources of information and assistance 58%

17,
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Responding to telephone inquiries for information
Counseling individual children or adults
Counseling groups of children or adults
Fund raising

p Reading in the social sciences
Conductiig a telephone or questionnaire survey
Individual tutoring of children or aaalts
Working with the elderly
Paid work as.a teacher
Credit or noncredit courses in the social sciences
Working with the emotionally disturbed
Paid work in social work
Paid work in a library

° 52%
40%
34%

32%

32%

,30% ,

29%.
29%
28%

25%

24%
22%
16%

Experiences related to Food Service, Hospitality, and Recreation occupations:

Family cooking and bakilig

Participating in individual sports
-Organizing family social events and entertainment
Doing gourmet cooking

..-7--Planning family vacations, travel, ok recreation
Doing quantity cooking oi,baking.for \an organization

' Entertaining groups of children
amping hobby

Paid work as a waitress
Backpacking or hiking hobby
Coaching a sport
Organizing a volunteer group'S dinner or dance
Paid work as a cook
Arranging organizational or group trips.
Participating in team sports'
Paid work as a .travel agent

Experiences related-to Transportation occupations:

0

Providing family transportation 72%

Driving a_truck, van, or bus for a volunteer organization 29%

Supeivising automobile maintenance 29%

Boating or sailing hobby. v." 20
Making automobile repairs 4%

A

r

98%

77%
61%

55%
52%

50%

47%
41%

32%
24%

24%

24%
23%
22%

22%

.4%

Vocational educators and counselors can identify the vocationally-relevant

. experiences of adult women using the Experience Description Summary developedA
in this pro ect. A copy of the Experience Description Summary can be found

in Appendix A.

18
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4 , Chapter III

accrediting Life Experience Learning

The purpose of this chapter to describe the methods and materials

that are used to provide credit for, life experience learni4. This chapter

will emphasize the work that.has been done to accredit women's unpaid work

experience.

It is important to-point out that the crucial part of experiential
'4

learning is learning. Two individuals may spend the same amount of time

in an experience, whether in the classroom or outside, but they may leave

that experience with different amounts of learning. This is the reason

that schools'record both grades and credit hours. Most experienfial learn-

ing programs do not equate the amount of time spent in an experience with
_ 4,

what has been learnJd frog that experience. Instead., these programs rise an

assessment procedure to identify the breadth and depth of knowledge which

r
the individual-has acquired.

Credit for Priox Learning.,

There are three major ways'in which prior experience learning has been

-8 -

evaluated for college,credit. These are' (1) credit recommendations for
- ,

courses ,offered by business, industry, and volunteer organizations; (2

standardized tests, s1ch as the College Level Examination PrOgram (CLEP),

most frequently used to assess independent study; anY(i) individualized

assessments,,using demonstrations, interviews, or portfolios, to show what .

an individual hat learned and is able to cit. Any one of these can 'be used -

-13- '
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to assess adult women's life experience learning for credit or course exemp-

tion. in 'a vocational education program. Each has its advantages andlts

,disadvantages.

Credit recommendations, such as those published. by the American Council

on Education in their National Guide to Credit Recommendations for Non=

1

Collegiate Courses, are developed by having a team of educatcli, knowledge-

ableable about the suhject area,.visit the course to examine, the content of what

is taught and the standards required. They then determine if the course is

equivalent to what is taught in colleges and, if so, recommend the number of
is

credits to be awarded. The advantage of this technique is that a quick

course look-up and attendance v ification are all that are required. A

similar publication, Guide to Educational Programs in Noncollegiate Organize-

tions, is published by the State University of New York.
1

One serious problem with this method is that the course is evaluated,

rather th the individuals taking it. It is impossible to differentiate

between individuals whose learning has been outstanding and thoie who just

"squeeked 'through:" Also, there are many, many more courses offered by

businesses and volunteer ' organizations than it hhs been possible to evalUate.

Vocatiodal eLcators maycwish to contact local businesses and volunteer

organizations to find out what kinds of courdAs and. training are being offered.

If some appear to be K,elevant to the vocational education programs, evaluative
%

visits might be arranged. f adults know,that a vocational education institu-

tion will give them credit for a course they'have already completed in their

workplace or volunteer organization, they are much'more likely to enroll in

that institution for further education. Examples of courses taught by

2 0
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.

community groupd, hospitals, and volunteer organizations which have been re-

viewed for college credit are:

City of Albany (NY)
Department ofHuman Resources

Contact-Syracuse, Inc.

Family Day Care Center;
'Red Hook, NY

Juvenile JUstice Center 'of PA

Lenox Hill Hospital (NY)

4
Literacy Volunteers of CT

%AL

National Affiliation for

. Literacy Advancement

New York Botanical Gardens

Young Woman's. Christian

AsOciation

Electronic Servicing
Life Management Skills

Listening Skills for Telephone Counsel-
ing and Crisis InterV'entiop

Children's Literature
Math and Concept Development
Science for Children in Family Day Care

Youth Advocacy. Training

Motivational Dynamics

Teaching Training

Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages

Teaching Reading affd Writing to Older
04

Non-Readers

Botany
Genetics
4pme Landscaping '

Plant Morphology.

Finance
Management
Program Development
Role of Voluntary Leaders

Vocational educators should be aware that many achilis also enroll in

noncredit courses which offer Continuing Education Units (CEU'e). These

units are based on the length of time involved in instruction; no analysis

of content or standards has been raqUired.- While many of these may offer

3

A

instruction that is equivalent towhat is taught in vocational education

programs, theire is no quality assurance.

Standardized e aminations, such as the CLEP achievement. tests, have

AI%
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several advantages. 'First, the individual is emaivated, rather than the
, .

.1 , 4
.

course. Second; 'the learning can have, been acquired in any one of a variety
.

of ways--noncredit courses; independent study, paid Work, or other, life 0'

$

experiences. Third, there is a common content and standard that, is defined

by the test outline and scoring procedures. 'Since this standard Is accepted \\

bypany postsecondary institutions, it is not likely to Vechsilinged if-the

student translrs credits from one school to, another. The testing process
2 _no"

is relatively quick and inexpensive, especially when compar6d to individual-
.

'ized assessment. 'However, for adult women whose learning has been from doing

rather than fro% reading, the content-of these tests,presents,s'ome problems.
o

The emphasis tends toward the theoretical and.academiC areasof PostsecondarP

education. Also, many kinds of life experience-lea

4
civered by standardized tests.

0
-

Individua:lized assessment has the advantage of 'maximum flexibility, both

for the person seeking credit and for the educational, InstItutiony A qoun-
l',

ing are not currently

r

sefor .meets with the individual, revie what s/he has done,,and identifies

those experiences which appear to be relevant to the person's aduc4tional

goals.. The process(written test, demonstration,

and the content'of assessment.are then determined.

intervieK, or po;tfolio)

An assessmeht agreement.
7

is drawn. up, and the individual does whatever is necessary to'satisty this

agreement. Faculty members conduct_the assessment using the same standards

that are required of other students. 'If they de

learned and can dc the things taught in a'regula

e that the individual has

course, the individual is

given credit for this course and/or is allowed to.begin study.at. an advanced

level.

as

A

2



'holding office in an.organization of teaching aad"tutoring were also valuable.

The main disadvantage of individualized assessment is that it is time-
:

consuming, both for the individual and the educatioa41 institution. Many

schools offer a-course to help people prepare for the assessment of experi-
.

ential learning; such courses can offset the costs, of counselor time. Most

O

also charge a fee to offset the costs ot,time for t'ke faculty who do the

assessment: Because the content and standards of individualized assessment

vary from school to school, there may be difficulties in transferring such

credit...1sansfer is usually easier if the experiential learning. is shown on

a transcript as equivalent to one or more specific.courses.

.1

Studies Relating Women's erience to Educational Programs .

There is relatively little information about the educational relevanCe

of women's life experience leafnlfg.

An unpublished survey (Ekstrom & Lockheed, 1975) asked adult women

idqiatify the, hometha ng and.Volunteer work experiences ruit:474"th th4 had

learned the most. Child care and family financial
..

management were the home-

making exp iences where the women learned the,mast. Voltlinir work involving

learning experiences. Eighty-one Percent of the women in this survey felt

their volunteer work and homemaking experiences were deserving of college

credit... Almost all.(935%) felt that A program which gave women academic
( -

. a

credit for volunteer work and homemaking 'xperience would encourage more adult

women to.enr011 in p9stsecondary education.I
Another survey which focused on homemakidg skills was ~conducted by Nicise

(1973)- Twenty-four academic institutions were asked to indicate the extent

to which. ten competency areas were related Co their curriculum. The:Tesults

I
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are. shown below. As can be seen, all of tie competency areas 4xcept Goods

and services were judged to be equivalent, to college level courses; seven

of the ten competency areas were considered equivalent to course offerings

at the upper division level.

J

Mean Weighted S -eores of Homemaking Competencies for Academic Credit

0 wt t

Competeng7'

NN

Credit Level*

1) 'Community resources 1.69

it 2Y 'Decision making 166

3) Goal setting 1.63

4) Inter'personal relation's 1.62

5) Physical environments 1.62

6) .Human development 1.53

7) Understanding self _1.50

8)---Business and family finance

Home health .

10) Goo and-services

1.21

1.09

.94/

*Credit bevel: Secondary = 0; Postpcondary Years 1.& 2 = 1;
Postsecondary Years 3 & 4 = 2

46

To aid in the identification and assessment of women's prior experience

leatning for college *edit, Educational Testing Service and the Council of

'" National Organizations for Adult Education develOped the "I CAN" competency

lists. These lists are included in the publication, How to Get dollege Credit

for What You Have Learned as a Homemaker and Volunteer (Ekstrom, Harris, &

Lockheed, 1977) This publication outlines a twelve-step process which can

prd credit for women's life exogEience learning; thii outline isbe used to

24
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.reproduced as Appendix B. This process was also\described in more detail in

Alternative Higher Education (Ekstrom, 1980).

Project ACCESS Survey

,

As part of the work of Project ACCESS; 22 adult women entrolled in vocal-

tianal education programs taprocessing, electronics technology, arid

..
..

medical record technology were asked to complete a questionnaire abOut the-

co"

skills they had learned through their life experiences. The results, shown\ ... ,

below, indicate that the women hadmany prior experiences and skills related
A,

to their vocational' education programs.

Job-Specificills Self-Ratings fQr r

- NineAdult Women Enrolled in Data Processing

(Scale: 3 = do well; 2 = do moderately well;
1 = cannot do easily; 0 = cannot do)

Ability to:

Use step-by-step logical reasoning
-

Carry out oral and written directions of some complexity

Learn and apply rules

Use problem-solving and decision-making skills

Mean

2.7

2.1".

2.8

2.6

C.

Analyze and summarize data 2.4

Make inferences from data
.A

2.5_
,

--,

DTlop and use charts to describe a program's or O-jec,t's work flow
, -

2.2

Perform arithmetic operations with signed number

r

S '.8

Do simple algebra ' ..N2. 3

Use a pocItt'calculator 2.9

Use a typewriter /computer terminal

Think logically 2.4

Do mechanicaltor home repairs .1.2

A

Organize a project into its component parts and determine the order
in which these must be performed 2.6

,2
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Job-SpecifieAills Self- Ratings for
Nine g,Adult Women Enrolled in Electronics TechnolSgy

(Scale: 3'4 do well; 2 = do moderately dell;
1 = cannot`do easily; 0 = cannot do)

Ability to:

Make electrical wiring and small'apPliancerepairs

Identify an electrial circukt and its compopents

Make mechanical tepairs on household items

Care for the equipment used in a home

,Care for,and make minor repairs on an automobile

Mean

1.2

1.1
:4-41

2.7 /410.1eb

0.8 10,k-

Use comhorOland tools correctly and. safely, 2.1

Use common measuring instruments 2.6

Use safety precautions when working with to s an 2.2

Identify common mechanical drawing instrum nts 1.3

Make pictotial drawings 1.6

Convert a pictorial drawing to eschematic drawing 1.4

Prepare scale drawings 1.1

Identify commonly used house wiring symbols 1.2

Detect potential safety hazards in items

Identify-and corrects-safety problems, such as worn wiring 1.4

V Carry dUt oral and written directions of some complexity
-

1.8
.

Ldarn and apply 'rules

Organize a project into its component parts and determine the order
in which,these must be performed

Develop'and use flow charts
4'

Establish and maintain priedures to monitor work quality and quantity

Analyze a problem

Z.6.

2.2

2.0

1.7

247

tolve a problem 2.6

Do precise and accurate isietailed work ; 0 2.3

Do a repetitive task following a se roceduie 2.2

2.7,

0.9

1.0

4n. Build a radio, hi-fi, or other electronic items from a kit 0.9

Do arithmetic computations

Do stained glass, jewelry, or other crafts that involve poldering

Do arts and crafts that involve etching

26'
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Job-SpecifiC Skills Self-Ratings for
Foui`,Xdult Women Enrolled in Medical Record Technology

(Scale: 3 = do well;-2 = do moderately well;
1 = cannot do easily; 0 ='cannot do)

. Ability to:

Abstract information With accuracy

Code and catalogue or index information

Recognize and summarize patdent informatiqn

Demonstrate familiarity with medical terminology

Demonstrate a basic knowle44*-of human anatomy terms

Spell correct.*

Use correct medical terminology for common diseases and injuties

Define common medical terms

Use medical dictionaries and other medical terminology references

lifeat medical information as confidential

Do alphabetidal and numeridal filing accurately

Do-precise and-accurate-detailedWork

Carry ou
F
oral and written. directions of some complexity

Learn and arry rules

Respect and observe precautions concerning confidentiality of information

Read, understand, and explain medical consent forms

Ude a medical library \ r-

----.Work in a hospital, miming home, or other'medical setting

Keep accurate record::: of health dare

. Gather information by locating background data

Assist with the maintenance of medical records

Use a typewriter

Develop and maintain current files

Keep records and prepare reports from them

Obtain and verify routine information

Prepare reports containing'fdctual data

2'

Mean

2.0

1.5

1.8

2.8

1.8

:1.8

1.5

2.2

2.8

2.5

2.5

2.8

3.0

2.2

2.5

2.2

1.5

2,2

1.5

2.2

2.2

2.0

2.0

2.0

j



Chapter IV

A Process to Identify and Credential Life Experiende Learning

The purpose of.this chapter is to outline an eight-step process which

altg m

has been developed. to help vocational educators identify and'provide credit

for Women's life experience learning. This chapter is an overview of the
A.

process. The details of the process, including worksheets and examples,

will be provided in later'chapters.

Ste s in Identif in 'and Credentialin Life Experience Learning

The eight steps,of this process are:

1. Identify the skills, knowledge,-and abilities which are taught, or

assumed to:fe known, in each course in the selected vocational educa-

tion program.

The purpose of this Netep is to determine what is taught

in the prggram. This information is often already avail-

able in course or program guides and outlines.

2. Rank the skills, knowledge, and abilities identified in Step 1. This

rankidg should bedone by, the faculty members who teach in the program.

The purpose of this step is to have the faculty decide
the relative importance of the skills, knowledge, and'
abilities taught in the program. .,Many skills will be
"minimal competencies,".necessary for all students;

others thy be less important.

3. Determine which skills knowledge, and abilities will be 'considered as

sufficient evidence that the student has mastered the content of each

course.

0

The purpose of this stepis to have faculty determine
the content and standards for the assessment process.

-23-
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4. Select the assessment procedure(s) for each course and,the members of the

assessmenX team. Assessment of life experience'learning can involve stand-
,

ardized tests, teacher-made tests, demonstrations; simulations, interviews,

portfolios, or other techniques.

The ,purpose of this step is to allow flculty td determine
the process of assessment and to select the individuals
best qualified to make the judgments required.

5. Recruit adult women who are interested in obtaining vocational education.

The purpop of this step is to develop and implement an
outreach plan to attract adult women who, through their
life eperience-learning, may he:vle acquired the skills,
knowledge,.and abilities necessary for successful com-
pletion of. the selected vocational education program.

6. Screen the women, using the Experience Description Summary. Information

from the screening can be used in two ways: (1) to counsel women about

vocational education programs, they might enter, and-(2) to identify women

who aKAear to have sufficient life experience learning to obtain adyanced

placement in the piogram or credit for certain cou4ses.

The purpose of this step is to provide a quick and low
cost preliminary estimate of how women's skills and
experiences are related to the vocational education
program.

7. Assess the women and place them in the vocational education program. The

type of program. placement will be determined by the area of experiential.

learning. The level of the placement will.be determined from the skills

and 'knowledge identified' ,in' the assessment process.

The purpose of this step is to provide, after assessment,
apprgpriate course exemption or advanced placement for
those women who have the necessary skills, knowledge, and
abilities.

8. Monitor the performance of the women. Obtain information about their

29
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continuance in and successful completion of the selected vocational edu-

cation program. This information can be used to improve the screening

process. It may also suggest ways to restructure courses or programs to

make them better meet the needs of adult women students.

The purpose of-'this step is to collect evidence that will
show how well adult women do in'the selected vocational
education programs.* This evidence can improve the recruit-
went and selection proces's. It can also be used to demon-
strate program success to administrators.

This i&cess is flexible enough'that it can be adapted to the standards

and special requirements of any vocational education program.

(

A_

a,
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Chapter V 4

Analyzing Vocational Education Programs

As indicated in the precedin' chapter,'the first three steps of this

process involve an analysis of e vocational edudatiOn program and its

courdes. It may ber possible p6 skip these steps if detailed, competency-
_

based course and program descriptions are already available. Very brief,

global descriptions of a course or program are of little help, especially

if these descriptions lack behavioral objectives.

Conducting an analysis of a vocational education program is a good

opportunity for faculty to review the goals of the program and the role

each required course plays in contributing to these goals. This is also

.a good time to determine how well the program prepares people to me t the

current needs of local employers,

Identifying Skills

The process described here to identify and rate the skills, knowleage,

and abilities required in a vocational education program is adapted from

the job-element technique (Rrimoff,' 1975). This technique emphasizes what

a person must know and be able to do tc; perorma job satisfactorily. `It

is similar to what is done byVocationai educators when they develop a

competency-based curriculum.

In Appendix'C, yoil will find a script prepared_ by:the Project ACCESS.

staff for skill identificatiorisessions with vocational educators; As the

script shows, the course skills were listed on achart as the program,

,

-27
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ggested them. If the program already has course outlines with'

$ehav al objectives'or competencies, Step 1 can be omitted. Userthe

objectives or competencies as the skill list for Step 2.

In Appendix D are some skill description materials,from other voca-

.

tional education programs. They include: (1) materials front-the competency-

'
based cook/chef curriculum at Waukesha County Technical Institute, including,

the overview of the program and two /examples of detailed units showing the

behavioral objectives, learning experience/resources, and evaluation for each

competency; (2) topics and objectives for a skills and modalities course in

an occupational therapy curriculum; (3) an introduction, skill, attributes,
t

and evaluation statement for the Northern Virginia Community College medical

record practicum in discharge analysis; (4) a course outline from Milwaukee

Area Technical College, with instructional units and objectives, for Cold

.ype Paste Ma eup; (5) one page from a Competency Record form in Automechanics
/

used by the Schoolcraft _Community College District. Although he purpose of

this record is to improve articulation between. secondary and postsecondary

vocational education institutions, it could also be used as a set of
/

.&*

competincies in an experienti4j. learning program; and (6) part_ of a checklist

of the competencies taught.in the Mechanical design program at Waukesha

County Technical Institute. The purpose of this checklist was to determine

-how program competencies related to the skill expectations of area employers.

It could, however, be adapted for use in an experiential learning prbgram.

sating the Skills
/.

,After the skills (or competencies or behavioral objectives) for each

required course in the vocational education program are identified, a second

32
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7

program faculty meeting 1;s needed. At this meeting,' typed copies of the

skill list ft)om the first session and skill rating sheets are distributed.

The script prepared by the Project ACCESS staff for rating sessions, and

a sample rating sheet, also.appear.in Appendix C.

The raters are asked to judge the importance of each skill in deter-

mining if an individual should receive credit for, or be exempted from,

this course. The following scale is used:

3 = Necessary for every student; a minimal competency

.2 = Desirable; most students should be able to do this

1 = Limited relevance; may-be useful if student goes
on to take more advanced courses or works in
certain specialties

0 = Not relevant for this program.

After the ratings are made, the average score for each- skill can be

'computed.

Deciding on Craat-f or-Experience Requirements

After th' average score for each skill in a course has'been computed,

the minimal/ equirements for awarding credit can be determined. The decision -

making process can be simplified by pointing out that any skill.with'a rating

4 of 2.5 or higher was considered Necessary and a minimal competency by the

majority of raters., Similarly, a skill with a rating of 2,0 was considered

Necessary or Desirable by the majority of raters.

an the next page you will find a summary of the skill rating(form for

#;

respiratory therapy workers. Note that this summarris based on ratings

.whickwere obtained from nine vocational educators as part of ProjectLACCESS.

These ratings are examples and should not be used as normative standards

because of the small number bf^individuals involved.

33
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°

Respiratory Therapy) Wo/er Skills.

Items. with Highest Ratings for Advanced Placement /Course Exemption

(Ratings of 2.5 or higher)'
4

ABILITY TO:

1. 'Carry out oral end written directions
of some complexity

2. Perform basic life suppoit functions

Average'rating

3.00.

3.00

3. Ttanslate information and facts to a level
'appropriate for an individual's backgrbund

.

and experience '2.67

4. Show compassion for those with problems 2.67

5. Deal with people 2.67

6. Communicate effectively with patients 2.67

7. Polling orders and accept supervision 2.67

8. Establish rapport with individuals of
diverse backgrounds . 2.67

9. Use common pulmonary terms and symbols *2.67

10. Describ'e the anatomy and physiology of j,

the cardiovasdular-system 2.671'

11. Describe the anatomy and physiology of
-the respiratory system 2.67

12. Use aerosol therapy 2.67°

13. Use simple oxygende0Avery systems 2.67

14. Determine the Urgency of a problem and
handle it appropriately 2.67

15. Recognize and deal with medical emergencies 1 2.67

16. Think and behaye rationally when dealing
with an emergency 2.67

17. Care for and maintain the materials ando
equipment used in respiratory therapy .2.6/

18. Observe safety precautions in using 1

equipment and'medicine 2.'67
cr;
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.Chapter VI

Planning the Asstssment

In this dhapter, we will discuss seleCting the best Assessment method

to determine if adult women have learded, through their life experiences,,

skills taught in a vocational educa4pn program. This activityis Step 4

in the process outlined in Chapfer,IV.0

Appropriate assessment of exiierientiallearning is especially impo ;t'ant 11:

for women and minorities. In,the past, inappropriate requirements and/or
410

tests:sometimes limited access to vocational education for these groOps.

Focusing assessment on the skills and competencies actually taught in the

course helps to incrlease sex equity.

Sel cting an Assessment Method 4' 0

There are many different ways to.deCide if a person already knows the
P °

things taught in a given vocational educatIon,prOtram. According ropavie--

and Kfiapp (1978), the assessment methods most commonly used ifi experien

N,.°O
El2

learning programs in public two-year colleges, end the,percentage of,thebe

colleges using each methodeare: performance tests, 96%; product assessment,

84%; objective tests, 84%; interviews, 80%; portfolios, 68%; essay examine-
..

Rt.

° tions,. 68%; and simulations.., 56%.

The percentages shown total more than I00% because most colleges use

a
several different methods for assessing prior experikfice learning. The

exact method, or set of methods, to be used for a particular course'clepends
, . . .

.
.

on the kinds of skills and competencies that werecidentified in Steps 1-3.
'e
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Other types of assessment fob experiential in addition to these,

can 1e found in Knapp and Sh. on (1975);

Performapce'Tests--A erforMaace t t is one that. "evaluates a

person's ability to carry out r execu e an action; process, or task"

(Fletcher & Clark, 1977). a p e/s on demonstrates .a skill, s/he is doing

what Is required in a perform ce t
/s

t. Examples of common performance tests
'1 I

I 1\

are typing tests in secretarial; so' ence, simulated clinical situations in

0
\ ; 'cl// . M`

',a14ed health, or assembling anengine in automobile repair. It is important

IV

that a performance test be compehensive (include all sspects of the real-

life situation) and that it be aS`nluch like the real-life situation as
\\ ,,,, .

such As ratings, are used to observe and
\

.

\
record beha;)ior during the erfo mice., . .

a
Several etamples o performane assessment are given by FletCher and,.

el
i

Clark.

.9

They include: //,-

.

possible. Systematic procedure

1) ClassroamTerformance_ol_Child Care2TrainSes !

. Observations of teaching, by two assessors, using a
checklist to identify competencies.

2) Alcoholism Counseling

Observations by use of a one-way mirror or videotape
. of actual counseling.

3) Medical Laboratory,Technology

Cr

4.

Observation of performaace,of a set of laboratory
,teets on preparedosamples in areas of hematology,
urinalysis, serology, coagulation, etc.

4) Food Preparation a

A spec'ific situation is given, the student is aekedi
tO prepare a shopping list, purchase the items needed,

and then, prepare the actual meal. Evaluation is made -te

?
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of the items purchas, food preparation techniques
used, and the final product.

5) Foreign Language, Speaking

Face-to-face conversation with one or two raters for
20 to 25 minut An 11-point scale is used to rate
the perfo ce.

9

, Sharon (1977) gives a detailed exam le-arrperformapee test in data

processing which requires the individual to use a sorter to make a numerical

sort. The individual is observed as having done, or not done, thirteen key'

steps correctly. In another example, Sharon describes a performance test

for a secretarial science program which requires the preparation of a letter

of adjustment for an incorrect order. our major criteria for evaluating

, such a letter are given, as well as a sample acceptable response.

The chief advantage of a performance test is its clear and direct rela-

tionship to the objectives of a vocational education program.

(..

A major 9roblem

is deciding on the critet13 by which the performance will be evaluated."
...

Contact the Clearinghouse for Applied Performance Testing (710S.W.-Second

Avenue,' Portland, OR 97204) for a list of available performance tests.

. .

Product assessment- -This is closely related to performance testing.

The difference is that, instead of observing and, rating the entire perfor-

mance or demonstration, only the final result or end product is assessed.,

In the example above about food preparation, product assessment would involve

rating only the quality of the products purchased and he quality of the meal
i

produced. Product assessment is often the best choice when the skill state=

meat deals withthe ability to create, design, or make an item.

Churchill (1977) has described a model for product assessment in the

-4)



visual arts. The student is asked to present work to be evaluated. The

materials are evaluated on three criteria:, (1) over-all quality of work;

(2) depth of work--using related material produced over a period of time to

show the student's way, of thinking, working, and producing; and (3) breadth

of work=-showing the range of problems, ideas, and media undertaken.

Using product-assessment instead of performance assessment is appro-

priate and can save faculty time if only the end result of the performance

is important. As with performance tests, good evaluati7 criteria are

important

Objective Tests--These are the familiar multiple-choice examinations.

They may be standardized,. developed and based on a national sample, such as

the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) tests, or locally-made, such ag

the end of the course exam.

The standardized objective test has the Advantage of showing that the

0>etindividual not only meets t)2 andards of a given vocational education

program, but also meets external standards that are accepted by other col-

leges. The disadvantage is shut the content of the standardized objective

test may emphasize different things than does the local course.

A locally-made objective test can be use asa "challenge exam." Any-

one who thinks s/he already knows'what is taught in the course asks to take

bhe test. This "challenge exam" is graded by the regular course instructor

usinythe same standards required of students taking this as an "end of

course" test.

The problem with either hype of objective test is that many kinds of

vocational education competencies are best demonstrated by performance.

33
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'a recent discussion of competency testing in the NCME'a Measurement in Edu:-

cation (Ebel and Livingston, 1981), Samuel Livingston pointed out that most

teaching for health professionals is "hands on." He argues that it is more

appropriate to ask an X-ray technologist to position a patient correctly aid

;then observe the-performance than it is to ask the technologist to recognize

a verbal description of the correct position.

Interviect--As Pendergrass, Stutz, and Reilly (1977) observed,

interviews serve different functions at different colleges. Some interviews

verify experiences or diagnose problems; these are related to assessment but

are not actually part of

In an assessment interview, .p in other forms of assessment, it is

important to establish criteria and standards. It is also necessary to

4

determine the content of the interview and to develop rating scales or other

recording procedures. The form of the interview may be that of an oral

examination,_a_oneto,one'interview, a panel interview, or a ieaderless group

discussion.

The interview is especially useful in measuring knowledge of leadership

techniques, according to Pendergrass, Stutz, and Reilly. Another advantage

1;

of the i terview is its flexibility. It allows interviewers to obtain

inform ion about competencies that may not have been-anticipated bialLore

the interview. The interview is also useful in evaluating attitudes and

values.

A prototype interview for assessing competence in'the leadership of a

,

volunteer organization is given ,in Pendergrass, Stutz, and Reil/Y. These

authors also(--supply a .copy of the rating scale that is used by Metropolitan

33
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State University with this interview. Sharon (1977) provides sample inter-
.

views in data proCessing and in criminal and constitutional law.

Portfolios--A portfolio is a folder of information about a student's

past experiences and accomplishments. The development Of a portfolio for

the assessment of prior learning islg process Which cgn hap the student

become much more aware of the educational relevance of these experiences.

Ah excellent resource, describing the portfolio process in detail, is

Knapp's Assessing Prior Learning - A CAEL Handbook (CAEL, 1977). We
,..,.. .

, .

not attempt to duplicate the information from that publication here. The
.

Haiook and other related material may 11 obtained by contacting the Council

for the Advancement of Experiential Learning (Lakefront North, Suite 300,

Columbia, MD 21044).

Because the development of a portfolio is anew kind of assessment

experience for most students, many colleges offer a special course to help

studeits construct their portfolio and prepare for its assessment.- According
_

to Davi and Knapp (1978), 44% of public two-year colleges giv csedit

course that includes portfolio preparation for experiential learning assess-

ment, and 32% provide a noncredit course, workshop, or seminar to assist

students in preparing portAplios for evaluation.,

Essay Examinations--These are another familiar form of assessment.,
k

Many vocational educators use essay examinations as an end-of-course test.

These examinations, using the same standards, can become challenge exams

for credentialing prior experience learning. Thwuse ofchallenge exams

was.discuseed in the earlier section on objective tests.

Essay examinations, like objective tests, have the limitation of being

40
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verbal rather than performance and product oriented. They measure writing

ability as well as the skill end knowledge being assessed. Despite this

problem, many colleges continue to use essay tests to assess experiential

learning4 probably because they are so familiar to both students and faculty.

The essay test is, of course, especially appropriate for measuring

written communication skills.

Simulations or Situational Tests--These are really a special form

of performance test. They are used when it is impossible-to have the

performance done in a "real-world" situation. For example, in assessing a .

student's counseling'skills, it is important to see how s/he deals with

several specific types of problems. Observing for many, many hours might

be necessary before all the kinds of problems would arise. It is easier

to have a faculty member act the part of someone seeking counseling and

. ,

create, or simulate, the kindi of problems to be obseryed. Similarly

observing a student making automobile repairs or working in a hospital

laboratory may not be sufficient to dete-rmine if they can, cope with certain

unusual problems. Creating simulated problems to be solved provides a

better 1.7a)., of ensuring that the assessment covers all the important skills.

Good Practice

. The principles of good practice in assessing experiential,learning have

''been described by Willingham (1977). As he points out, assessment should
4

employ methods that fit the character of the learning. He provides detailed

information about methods to ensure that experiential learning ass essments

are valid and reliable, and that the learning accp
-0-

. --

of,thd college.
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Chapter VII

Recruiting the Women

In recent years, adult women have become a large proportion of the post-

secondary education population. For this reason, many colleges and vocational

institutions have begun special efforts to reach these potential students:

Programs to recruit adult students require different kinds of outreach than

those used to recruit students from secondary schools. Radio, TV, and news:-

paper announcements are often effective in interesting adults in vocational

education programs.

One good way to reach t students is through educational and career

information services for adults,' sometimes called educational brokering

programs. These services -operate in independent community agencies, such as

counseling services and libraries, as well as through postsecondary institu-

tions. A directory, Educational and Career Information Services for Adults,

is available from the National Center for Educational Brokering (1211

Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036).

Many adults enrolfin postsecondary education to get a new job or to

advance in a current job. As shown below (Boaz, 100), these reasons differ

by race and by sex.

White

Male - Female

Black

Male Female

(n=7,499) (n "8,240). -(n=404)' (m627)

Get a new job 10.1% 11.6%. 21.7% 21.2%

Advance ina current job 53.4% 31.2% 45.2% 41.8%

0
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Adults fail to participate in learning activities, according to Charner

(1980), because pf three factors:

Situational factors, such as: Costs
. -

Home responsibilities

Job responsibilities

Lack of time

Social, - Psychological factors, such as: Family or friends disopprove

Lack of confidence in ability

Lack of interest

Low self-concept

Institutional.factors, such as: Course scheduling

Financial support restrictions

Full -time, attendance requirement

InadeqUatecounseling

Lack of information on courses .

Lack of information on financial
assistance

Too, much red tape

While vocational educators can do little about the situational and social-

psychological factors; they can take steps to remove any institutional factor

that limits the attendance of adult students.

Displaced Homemakers
'

Displaced homemakers comprise one of the largest groups of women prepar-

ing for a return to paid'work. Those are women who have deqted themselves

to their faMilies, and have not been regularly employed outside of the home,,

for a number of years. Suddenly, however, ecause of the death of thr

spouse, 4ivorce, or other changes, they must take on the fidancial'responsi-

bilitf for themselves and, often, for their children. Many wish to obtain
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vocational education or job retraining before they begin to look for paid

employment.

Displaced ho ker'centers provide counseling and other programs to

help. these women. Many centers are interested in developing specific skill

trai ing programs in cooperation with local vocational education institutions.

To learn the names and addresses of displaced homemaker centers in your area,'

write to the Displaced HomeMaker Network (755 Eighth Street, NW,,Washington,

DC .20001).

- Two publications that can help vocational educators learn more about

displaced hotemakers and how to work more effectively with them have been

.develdped by Project Second Look. These publications are available from the

U.S. Government'Printing Office. They are:'

Resource Guide for Vocational Educators and Planners

GPO 1065-000-00010-5 $2.25

Vocational Counseling for Displaced Homemakers,'A Manual,

GPO #065-000-00020-2 % $2.25

Counseling Programs for Re-Entry Women

There bare two organizations that have been especially active in develop-

ing counseling programs and materials for adult women. .ane group, Catalyst,

has a National Networe-of Local Resource Centers. These centers provide

'career counseling, educational counseling, ettoloyment services,'and/or similar

programs or services for women. A list of the Catalyst Network Centers may

be obtained without Tharge from Catalyst (14,East 60th Street, New York, NY

10022)..

41
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The second group, Wider Opportunities for Women, has published A

c
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National Directory of Women's Employment Programs. This directory, which

gives detailed information about 140 programs, is available for $7.50 from

Wider Opportunities for Women (1.511 K Street, NW, Suite 345, Washington, DC

20005).

Ads and other materials about your program placed in.centers like these

may attract many new students. 0

Women's Centers in Colleges and Vocational Education Institutions

Because of the recent increase in the number of women in postsecondary

education; many colleges and technical schools have established women's

centers. Programs and services offered by such centers include, according

to a survey of women's access to

Counseling and Testing

occupational education (Eliasdn, 1977):

...Placement Programs for
Cooperative Work-Study

Learning Skills

Tutorial assistance

Catch-up programs

Alternative Study and Credit
for Life Experience,

Nontraditional Program
Training

Short Term Skills Training

. If your instituti ad does nmt have a
.!;(

. 4
one may help to attract more adultwomen

Special Programs for Women

Women's studies

Re-entry programs

Student and Community Service

Community outreach,

Noncredit courses

Child care services

center of
,

students.
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Chapter V13;

Screening and Assessing.,

In this chapter, we will explain how vocational educators can screen

wan n who apply for experiential learning cre4e:' We also vplaih who can .

dQ.t e-actual assessment, the materials available to help in the assessment,

and how to handle assessment costs.' These activities are Steps 6 and 7.
3

Screening Applicants for Experiential Learning Credit

One major concerti in developing and conducting the tryout of lroject

ACCESS was to provide vocational educators w h a quick and low-cost way of

.screening individuals-who seek credit for their prior experience learning.

To do this, we developed an Experience Description Summary. The purpose of
C.

this instrument is to reduce the-amount of counselor'and faculty time (andinstrument

associated costs) required to review the exhriencekofpeople who are not
4

. . . '!

' likely to meet inb4tutional standards for this type of credit., We suggest

its use as Step 6 of the,process.

The Experience Description Summary,hes two parts: (1) a section in

which women show the kinds of life experiences they have had. This, section

is self-scoring and allows the Woken to relate their experiences to twelve

Occupational Clusters; and (2) a section where the women rate their experi -

enCe and skills for specific vocational` education areas. The list of skills

developed inSteps 1- should be inserted in the Experience Description
- '

Summary as the Part 2 rating list. Additional prototype,materials for. this

second section have been prepared from th;e,Froject ACCESS "research; however,

-43- ,
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these skill liSts may not be, appropriate for a given vocational education

program.'

addition to using, it as a screening instrument, the Experience

Description Summary can be used by a career counselor to provide occupa-

tional and educational guidance to re-entry women. For example, a woman

whose experience is more extensive in a program area other than the one

for which the screening is being done may be counseled to explore programs

in her area Of greatest experience.

If a frequent pattern of knowledge gaps occurs among adult women who

are interested in a given program area, the vocational education institution

may want to develop" special program to meet this need.

Vocational.education institutions may also wish to contact businesses

and industries in their area about developing experientially-based employ-

,

ment yrograms. (See the companion volume, Making Experience Count In Sex

Equity' Programs, for more information about this.) The skill lists from job

applicants can be used to identify knowledge gaps that can be metiy the

vocational education program. Two programs of this type for managtment

training have been operated at Goucher College and Northeastern'University.

In these prograMs, the women identify their experience and'skills and the

employer identifies the skills required in the job. Special courses are

A

' then designed to help the'womet obtain thp additional skills to enter these

management jobs.

. ,- Other types of programs help women use their experiential learning, both
,

-c

on and off 'the job, as part of a degree program. One such program for women

in banking gives credit for experiential learning and for courses in the

4"
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workplace; the colleges then provide additional evening courses, as needed;-

to help the women meet the degree requirements.

Who Does the Assessing?

According. to Davis and Knapp (1978), 72% of public two-year colleges

assiglioone faculty member with expertise in the learning area to be respon-

sible for experiential learning assessment; 44% use outside experts, such as

°skilled workers in the learning area; 36% use two or more faculty members'

with eXpertise in the learningarea; and 20% use a faculty committee from

the department or program most closely related to the student's experience.

Prwaring Assessor Evaluation Aids

Assessors are usually given some materials to guide them in their

decision-making. In public two-year colleges, Davis and Knapp found that

80% supplied a.statement of institutional policies and practices regarding

experiential learning; 60% provided geheral guidelines for assessment and

evaluation; 44% held professional developmdU workshops in assessment; 36%

had criterion-referenced standards in some areas- and 28% had a detailed

assessment handbook.

The key here is "don't reinvent the wheel." We suggest that.you con-

*

tact the Council. for the Advancement of Experiential Learniag (Lakefront

North, Suite 300, Columbia; MD 21044) to find ogt which of their member

institutions already has experiential learning 'assessment programs in your

,

area(s) of interest. According to Eliason (1977), the Center for Alter-

native Studiesat North Shore,Community Colleg90,(Beverly, MA),'operates

an exemplary program that provides women with credit for their life'experi-

'ence learning-

a

1,
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The chart belm_shows some of the materials that you Can get through the.

ERIC system. to help you evaluate experiential learning.

Representative Experiential Asbessment.Materials

Subject/Program Area

Accounting

Administrative Secretary

Agribusiness

Business Management
& Marketing -

Data Processing,

Day pare

Dental Auxiliaries

Electronics Technology

General Office Practice

Health Administration

Human Service Worker

Law EnfAcemeni

Management

Personnel Associate,

POlice Science ,

Retail MandgemOt

Siles & Marketing
Management

Secretarial Science

Travel Agency
Operation

Available Through ERIC '

Source ED#

c

Berquist, et al. (1974) ED 093 966

Coastline' Community College (i979) ED 17.6 836

Coastline Communi.ty College (1979) ED 176 837

Berquiit, et al.. (1974) ED 093 966

Coastline Community College (1979)

Berquist, et al. (1974)

Sharon (1977).

BerquAst, et al. (1974)

Knepp (1977)

BerqUiet, et al. (1974) ,

Coastline Community College (1979)

Kleppick (1979)

Duncan (1978)

Sharon (1977)

Berquist, et al. (1974)

, Coastline Community College (1979)

Berquist, et al. (1974)

Knapp 977)

Coastline Community College (1979)

Berquist, et al. (1974). s

Sharon (1977)

Coastline Community/College (1979)

yomen's Studigs 5ackmary & Hedrick (1977)

49

ED 176 834

ED 093 966

ED 148 843

ED 093 966

ED A§j
ED Q93 966

ED 176 1835

ED 176 626

ED 169 972

ED 148 843

ED 093 966

ED 176 838

ED 093 966

ED 148 845

ED 176 83T

ED 093 966,

ED 148 843 .

ED 176 840

ED 155 Z08

2
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4

`The College Level Examination Program(CLEP) includes subject matter

so

*r.
tests in:

Accounting

Bustness*Management

Data Processing,

Dental Auxiliary
EaucatiCir

Economics

Educafibh

English Literature
and Composition

Foreign Languages

.History

Mathematics

-so

iMaaical Technology

Money and Banking

Nursing

Sciences

Social-Sciences

The American Council on Education's (1979) National Guide to'Credit Recom-

mendations for Noncollegiate Courses describes courses offered by over 80

businesses, industries, and volunteer grga izations, and gives credit recammen-
,

dations for each course. Oimilar bookt,theiGuide.to Educational Programs in
, u

Noncollegiate Or zations,=is puHlishad by the*State University of New York's
"-°,t..,

J 1

Program ongsionco1legiate Spqns9rea.pitrUction. 0/-

7

Albert CHalupsky of, thei4meiican Institutes for Research (P.O.
<

CA 94302) IX' Currently prapari4, AtUl9,rcantracit with the U.S.Palo Alto,

Box 1113,

Department of Education, teat paCkages_1.4 14'areAa-of vocational education.

These are:

Agriculture

'Agricultural Chemicals
Applicator/Technician

Farm,E4uipment Mechanic

Business and Office

Computer Operator

Word Processing_
SptciAlist

7'

Distributive tducation

Food Marketing and
Distribution

Hotel /Motel Front Oifice)

Health

Dental Assistant

Physical Therapy
Assistant'

Home Economics

Fashion/Fabrit.Sales
and Sewing

Food Services $

50

echnical

.,Electionics-Technician
1,

Water/Wastewater
Technician 0

Tt ade and Industry
.

darimnter
beige]. Mechnic

,ge
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According to Chalupsky and Appleby (1981), the test packages inclUde "not

only paper and pencil information tests and performance measures but also

a set of measues reflecting work habits and job-relevant skills." We

anticipate that these test packages will be most helpful in assessing prior

experience learning in thkse areas of vocational education.

a

Cost of Assessing Experiential Learning

Most colleges charge a fee to students to offset the cost of faculty,/

time and ,loss of tuition income. According to Davis and Knapp (1978), about
.

24% of public twOLyear colleges charge a fee based on the number of credits

requested by the student, and another 24% charge a fee based on the number

of credits awarded to the student. The average fee based on resuists was

$11.78 per credit;,the average fee based on awardi was $78.76 per credit.

Approximately 10% of.public two-year colleges charge a flat fee (average:

$120.87) fdr.assessment. Another 10% charge a fee based on the amount of

'time spent by the assessor (average: $15.50 per hour). Only 5% of public

..\\two-year colleges did not charge an assessment, fee.

Some colleges pay faculty assessors on an overload basis, typically $20
.

to $30, according toStanley (1980). Others consider assessing to be part

of the normal work load.
I

An Example of a Prototype Experiential Learning Assessment

In Project ACCESS, we asked' ocational.educators to identify the skills

and'abilities needed in several programs and to rate the limportance of these

in selecting people who might r eive advanced placement or course exemption. .

e

(This is similar to Steps 1-3.) The highest rated experience indicators for

possible advanced placement in a cook/chef program were:

51
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0

( Experience-in.quantity food preparation .

Experience in catering for small parties

Paid workas,a cook

. Experience in gourmet/international cooking

'The following skills aad abilities were rated as Necessary for advanced place-

,)ment in a cook/chef program:

Ability to:

Produce a quality food product

Prepare appetizers, canapes, and hors d'oeuvres

Prepare egg and breakfast dishes

Prepare fruit products"

Prepare salads and salad dressings

Prepare sauces and gravies

Prepare potatoes, rice, and pasta.

Prepare vegetables

Prepare seafood products

Prepare sandwiches

Prepare garnishes for food

Work with left-over foods

Use the basic tools of bulk food prep ration 4111

Use weights and measures accurat

Apply safety rules in the tAse f kitchen equipment

Meet sanitation and safety requirements

Recognize menu terminology and use it correctly

7

Set priorities 1

Work under pressure

The individual who as experience in one or more of the four are As identified_

wou17 given.the_opportunity to demonstAte the 19 specific skills. These

skills suggest a performance test type of assessment with a product test

component.



The assessment might involve asking the individual to develbp.a menu

and prepare a meal including all ox most of tho.items (appetizers,' egg

dishes, salad, potatoes, seafood; sandwiches, and garnihes) from ingredi-

ents supplied, including_leftovers.:_Theassessors would rate.the perfor- f

mance on the level of quality shown in using tools, using weights-an&

measures accurately, applying saf y rules, meeting sanitation requirements,

*9tand working under pressure. At he end of meal preparation,.the qdhlity of

the food Products would also be rated. A written test might be used, in

addition, to determine if the individual cNuld-recognize menu terminology.

'NA separate performance test involving weighing and measuring specified

amounts of various food prbducts could also be devdloped.

Two examples ofthe types of rating scales that could bet used in this

prototype assessment are included in Appendix E.

0,
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Chapter IX
#

Monitoring and Eya;bating

, .-) -

The'results of the assessment (Step 7) will identify those women who.-

have the experience and skills necessary for advanced placement inthe

program or for course exemption. As these women continue in the vocational

education program, we encourage counselors d faculty to monitor and review

tAir perfdrmaace. There are two reasons f doing this: (1) to identify

and correct any problems in the process credentialing prior experience

learning, and (2) fo determine ;if individuals who receive credit for experi-

ential learning perform as well in their other courses as do traditional

students.
#

Review and Revision of theQProgram

At the end of each term, the individual responsible for the prior
-N,

experience learning program'should collect three types of Information:

1. Did the students who obtained experiential learning credit co ±plete
the course/program or'drop out? If these students did not complete

the course/program, was their course performance satisfactory of
unsatisfactory when they- 4ropped out?

2. What is tbe instrUctor's over-all rating of the course/program per-

formance of
4.3?1,

each'experiential learning student? (This can be the

course grade or a.satisfactory/unsatisfactory rating.) If possible,

this information ihduld be obtained for all students in the course/
program, to allow comparisons.

3. For the experiential learning students, instructors- "'s'hould also be
asked to provide ratings on the specific skills identified in
Steps 1-3 on which the assessment was based. This rating should be

satisfactory/unsatisfactory/no'chance to observe.

High attrition rates for students who entered the program with

fr
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experiential earning credit suggests a problem. If course performance'was

unsatisfactory at the time of drop-out, the assessment may be inappropriate,

allowing students to enter the program who do not have all of the necessary
-4

skills for the more advanced courses. High drop-out rates for students-who
. . % .

.

are performing well in their courses suggests that they are able to enter

,, \ 4'

o

the job market Without completini'the-degree or program. It may be that a

special "short -cut's
\

program aimed at job market entry can be designed for

students like these.

. Comparison of the over-all performance of students with experiential

learning credit, by themselves or with other students in the course or pro-.

gram, will show if the experiential learning group is. providing above average,

average, or unsatisfactory students.

If*the experiential learning program is not producing students who are'

at least average in their course/program performance, the specific skill

ratings should be reviewed. This will identify the particular skills that

.

are problem areas. Interviews with faculty can help to determine the way

in which the student's skills are inadequate. If the skill is being used in

the advanced course in a way very different from what is involved in the

assessment, the assessment task may need to be'revised.

Interviews with instructors of unsatisfactory students may result in

the'suggestion of additional skill requirement13. If, this occurs, it is

impoltant to determine if'the skill is appropriate for the Program or if

the faculty member holdi unreasonable expectations.

A pattein showing specific skill problems, whether among students

selected, on the basis 'of experiential learning or those selected by
. .

4. o
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traditional techniques, suggests the need or improved course or program

4design.

. If the experiential learning students are above average in their course

wdrk, the vocational education institution will..probably wish to expand the

use of this technique to additional program areas

If your vocational education pro' s using the Experience Description
44

. Summary to screen students seeking iential learning credit, it is imi3Or-

]

Cant to keep records on this,- as well. There should be a positive relation--

ship between the students'- experience and self-xatings and obtaining credit

for life experience learning. That is, students who rate 'themselves- highly.__

(mostly 3!s) on the scale for a vocational education prdgram should receive

more credits (or be more likely to receive credit) than students who hve
I

lower self-tatings. is important, too, that Experience Description Summary

.scores do not "screen out" anyone who6feels s/he has sufficient experience to

a

obtain credit or advanced placement. 'If several individuals with low scores
,

are successful In o taining c'edit for their experiential learning, it would

be wise to 'determine witat addil ionaifskills need to he added to the screeniti

/

stale to improve it

Dissemination and Sharing

VocationaleducatiOn programs that have been successful in developing

and implementing programs to credential women's life experience learning

should let4others.know about. what they have done. This can be done informally,

in talking with friends and colleagues at other instituy.ons. Formal disseMi-
V,

nation, through presentations at meetings of groups such as the American

Vocational Association or the. National Vocational Guidance Association, or

5
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4

RN

through publication in professional journals, is impotant in reaching larger

ataienCes. Sharing infortation about programs that work will'help to increase

awareness and acceptance of women's life experience learning.

o
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Project ACCESS

EXPERIENCE DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

Vocational Education

.

This summary will.he1p you describe the things'you

have done. Th se include homemaking, parenting, volunteer

community service, credit and noncredit'Courses,

hobbie d recreation, travel, and paid employment. It

can heii you choose an occupational area:, It can also

'help you determine'whethsr you have the skills required

to obtain credit in a vocational education program.

The summary has two parts.' In the first part; yoxi

will describe your experiences. In the second part, you

will show the skills and abilities you learned from these

experiences.

Name:,

Address:

Phone:

ti

. Date:

-61-
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Part I

Reviewing Your Experience

':
Before you begin the check lists in this section,

spend a few minutes thinking back over-all the 'things

you have done. Use the space on the next page to make

notes about the things you have done. Be sure to list.

the thin you especially liked doing and,f eel you did

b

s

When you have noted all of the things you have

done, turn to the check lists. These are things that

rother women have done. Put a check mar' (/) beside

each thinghat you have don,

o

/
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(Si)

NOTES ON THINGS I HAVE DONE

Homemaking, Parenting

Paid Work

_Volunteer Work, Community Service

a

School, Noncredit Courses, Training

Travel Hobbies, Recreation

4

Ahything Else

64'
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Grow flowering plants, trees, or shrubs

Floral design.; flower arranging

Pet grooming and/or training

Landscape design

Lawn maintenance

Vegetable or fruit growing

Breed and raise pets or farm animals for sale
,/

A'Care for an ill'pet 'or farm animal

Sell plantNor'plant products (fruit, v)getables)

Select plants, trees, or flowers for a given purpose

Manage household budget and financial records

Hold elective office in an'organization

Do typing, filing, or office work for an organization

J

Take responsibility for the day-to-day adminietration of an organization
or group

Supervise others.

Take responsibility for the financial management of an organization

Use a home computer or data processing equipment

Maintain financial or sales records for an organization
...

Handle credit and/or loan applications for family or organization

Establish procedures to'monitorincome and expenditures

III. Speak before large stoups -

Obtain and schedule speakers, perform4rs, and/or films

Deyelop audio-visual materials (films, tapes, etc.) for an organization
or group

Write or edit a newsletter

Take photographs for an organization

Write press releases

Act in or announce for a play, radio, or TV program
t

Rep ir a radio or TV

Handle.sound effects, lighting, etc., for a play, radio, or TV program

.4r.D

Operate and maintain audio - visual equipment for an' organization

6
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IV. Do interior decorating

Build furniture

Do pa4nting, wallpapering, or paneling

Do home'carpentry and/onconstruction

Make electrical repairs in the home

Make plumbing repairs in the home

..Instal insulation or other energy-savers

Instill or replace flooring, carpets, or tiles

Do tile setting or Masonry work in the home

Draw blueprints or floor-plans
4- ;

V. Design posters or other graphics for an organization or grouprs
Design-or ,lay out a newspaper or brochure

Operate printing equipMeilt

Design clothing, jewelry, or craft items .

Perform in public as a musician, actress, or dancer

Serveas a guide in an hrt or histbrical museum

Develop displays Or a library or .museum
a

Write short stories or plays
f

Use aesthetic guideliies to plan,or evaluate a design or artistic product

Evaluate a work of art, a piece of music, or a piece of literature using
accepted criteria and standards

!

Provide home health care

Give first 4d for minor injuries
.

Diagnose and deal with childhood diseases

Care for a handicapped or elderly family member

Assist'in caring for the ill or handicapped in a hospital or nursing home

Help provide emergency medical assistance in a hospital or as a member of

a rescue squad

Help provide occupational or recreational therapy for patients in a
hospital or nursing home

Assist in'a hospital laboratory or pharmacy

Perform basic life-support first,aid functions,

Help maintain medical records in a hospital or nursing home.

66 z,



VII. Do family cooking and baking

Do quantisy fo, preparation for an organization or group

VIII.

-68-

Organize famit r creation, social event's, and entertainment

Plan and arrange family vac tions and travel

Arrange group trips for an organization

Entertain or organiie recreation for groups of children or adults

4

Teach or coach a sport

Organize a dinner or dance for an organization

Do gourmet cooking

Organize and supervise food service for a large party

Manage time, schedule activites, and supervise others

Set priorities ).

Do craft projects, such as ceramics, jewelry making, stained glass, etc.

p

4.
N'e Train others. to work in an organization

Repair, restore, or refinish furniture

Organize and carry'outthe restoration or rehabilitation of a home,
neighborhoo,d, or building

,

Make mechanical repairs on home appliances and/or equipment.

Build a radio, stereo 'set; TV, or other electrical device from a kit

Build a terrace, deck, fence, or other outdoor feature
mole

JReputty windows and/or replace broken panes of glass

IX. Evaluate and purchase food, appliances, furnishings, etc., for home,use'

Select and price items to be sold by an organization or group

Organize a sale

Create advertising or promotional material for a sale or organization

Sell a product or service for an Organization

Do fund raising for an organization or group

Survey and choOse among suppliers of products or services for an
organization or group

Maintain sales records for an organization's store or sale

Organize or take part in a food cooperative

Evaluate potential markets for products or services

6 "'
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Clean and care for family clothing

Do housecleaning and supervise home mainfenance

Assist family members with personal grOaing or general beauty care .

Give hair cuts.to family members

Help family members with hair coloring, permanents, etc.

Repair and/or restore textile items

Create, alter, or remodel clothing for children or adults

Care for an infant
J

Select coordinated clothing

Explain the properties of various types of fibers and.textiles

XI. Refer °thereto sources of information or assistance

Help others obtain their rights (civil, legal, as consumers, etc.)

4

XII.

4

Serve-as a member of a volunteeror police group

Counsel children-and/or adults, individually or in groups.
. .

. .

Conduct a survey by telephone or mail questionnaire
t

Serve as a'volupteein a social service, rehabilitation, or probation
organization

..', Work wftfi the emotionally disturbed or mentally retarded

Teach groups of children nd/or adults ,

Tutor individual children or adults

Serve as a volunteer in a chool or community library

,

Provide family transportation

Drive a truck, van, or bus for an organization or group

Supervise automobij.e maIptenance

Make routine automobile repairs (oil change, coolant change, etc.)

Plan, schedule, and monitor pick-ups and odliveries of people of1,./
material for an organization or groilp '

Cpetate a mbtorwboat or airpldae

Help dispatch ambulances or other emergency vehicles

Plan or select a transportation route or system that will, be 'most time-

and cost-effective

Read maps to plan transportation rouges

Select vehicles to be used by .an organization

68
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Self-Scorer

Now go back and count the number of checks you

the numbers in the spaces below:

II:

IV:

V:

VI:

VII:

VIII:

IX:

X:

XI:

XII:

ty.

have in each group. Write

r

These groups correspond to Occupational Clusters. If you have a lot of

experience in one of these occupational-clusterp, you may want to think

about jobs in, kind of work., experience may also help you get

college credit for some of the things. you have done. Talk to a counselor

Itt a college or vocational training institute to get more information

about. occupations related to your experience and about credit for what

you have done.

The Occupational Clusters are:'

I. Agriculture & Agribusiness'

II. Business, Data Processing,
& Office

III...Communicationsa& Media

IV. ConstrUction & Building

V. .Applied, Giaphic, & Fine
Arts & Humaditiep

. VI. 'Health

.,

VII. Food Service, Hospitality,'
& Recreation

VIII. 'Manufacturing, Repair, &-N\
Technical

IX. Marketing & Distribution

. .

X. Persor'al Services

XI". Public Service

XII.'.TransportatIon

CD

1,4
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Part II

Identifying Your Skills

r 4

In this section you will be asked about experiences

that are relevant to certain vocational education programs.

If you have had these experiences, you will be asked to rate

yourself on the skills required of students in these. programs.

The purpose of this section is,to help determine if you might

be able to receive credit for your life experience learning.

In the. experience section (Section A),_check'Yes if you

have done the things listed.

the skills section (Section B), rate yourself using

the following scale:

3 = I can do this well; others have praised
me for this or I have received an award
for doing this

2 = I can do--this moderately well; I enjoy
doingthis and rarely have problemsWith it

1 = I cannot do this easily or I do not
enjoy doing it

0 = I cannot do or have never done this.

U

1
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Prototype Scale: Cook/Chef

A. Experience

Have you ever done: r

Quantity food preparation?

Catering for small parties?

Paid work as 'a cook?

Gourmet or international Cooking?

Yes NO

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No-

If you checked Yes for two or more of these, rate your skills and ability as

a cook/chef on the list below. /

B. .Skill Rating (My ability to :)

1

Produce a quality food product

Prepare appetizers, cand'pes, or hoes d'oeuvres

Prepare sandwiches

Prepare egg and breakfast dishes

Prepare fruit products

Prepare salads and salad dressings

Ptepare sauces and gravies

Prepare potatoes, rice, and pasta

Prepare seafood

Prepare vegetables

Prepare meat and poultry

PrepareAlesserts

Prepare garnishes for food,

Work with. left-over food
.

Use-the basic tools of bulk food preparation'
_

Use weights and measures
q
accurapely

Apply safety rules iii the use of kitchen equipment.
. , -

Use menu terminology correctly <

Set priorities

A Work under pressure

71
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A. Experience

Have you, ever:

f

L.73-

Prototype Scale: Drafting

Drawn or sketched floor 41ans for a house or
apartment? Yes No

Made working drawings to build furnitura,
toyd, etc.?

Built or assembled furniture, Oloys, etc.,
from a working drawing?

Yes No

Yes No

If you checked Yes for one or more, of theserate your skills and ability in

drafting on the list below.

B. Skill Rating (My ability 'to:)

Make a detailed working drawing .

Make an assembly, working drawing

Identify the typical work flow and methods in madhine shops
0

Sketch object( using orthbgraphic projection

Show dimensions on a working.drawini

Draw a pie chart from data

Do standard block, lettering

D.o technical lettering

Read a blueprint ,

Read mechanical drawings

AnalYie'a problem

Visualize what is to-be drawn L.

-
Express ideasloy drawing

Follow orders and accept supervision

Do precise and accurate detailed work

*
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Prototype Scale: Library Technology

A. Experience

SaVe you ever done:

Paid work in a library?

Volunteer worgrift-a public or schoorlibrary?

Yes. No

Yes No

If you checked Yes for either or both of these, rate ,your, skills and ability

for library technology on the list below.

B. Skill Rating (My ability to:)

a

A

Handle circulation procedures

Assist with circulation of materials

Prepare materials for circulation

Prepare reports on daily circulation

Assist with library user services

Use basic library tools., such as the card catalogue

File catalogue cards correctly

Use reference resources

Use the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

Prepare a bibliography on a topic

Assist in the development of a bibliography
4

Verify-orders1
0
for bpoks,,periodicals, and non -print materials

Us ape recorders, prOjectors, and other audio-visual material

Use mounting and la.nating equipment

Obtain and verify factual information

Obtain information by confirming facts and locating background data

Do accurate detailed work

'Carry out oral,and written instructions
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Prototype Scale: Medical Record Technology

A. Experience

Have you ever

Assisted with medical records in a hospital
or nursing home? Yes No

Done paid or volunteer work in a ospital or
nursing home? Yes , No

Kept detailed records of health care for
yourself, your family, or other's? Yes No

If.you checked Yes for.two or three of these, rate your *ills and abilities

for medical record technology on the list below.

B. Skill Rating (My ability to:)

Recognize deficiencies in medical records

Carry out discharge afialysis of medical records

Describe the types of cosent involved in medical records

Respect and observe precautions concerning confidentiality of
patient information

Use correct medicalAjminology for common diseases and injuries
4

Define common-medical terms

Describe the symptoms of common diseases

Read and interpret medical consent and'releaseforms

Use a medical library or medical reference t'esources

Do precise and accurate detailed work

Carry out oral and written instructions

r.

77
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- Prototype Scale: Occupatio
\

Therapy

A. Experience

Have you ever:

Cared for an ill, handicapped, or elderly
family member?

Done volunteer work assisting an
occupational therapist?

Taught others to do arts and crafts?

Done aid or volunteer work in a hospital
or rsing home? 1 Yes

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

No

If you checked Yes for two or more of these, rate your skills and abilities

in occupational therapy on the list below.

B. Skill Rating (My ability to:)

I Teach an activity or skill to an individual

Teach an activity to a group

Write step -by -step procedures for an activity

Work with the physically ill or handicapped

Work with the emotionally or mentally handicapped

Work with the elderly

./Explain basic patient care procedures for common diseases
and disabilities

No

Explain the general treatment principles for stroke, cerebral
palsy, emotional and dental dysfunctions

Analyze a craft in terms of sensory input, specific motions required,
and therapeutic aspects

Evaluate a patient's vocational and avocational interests in terms
of specific disabilities

Select occupational t*apy activities to restore Or develop
performance skills _

Use reference maters to learn a new craft or to learn advanced
techniques in a,f liir craft

Assess patient performance in daily living skills

Position a patient to prevent deformities and improve functioning
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Adapt activities to the needs of a patient

,Apply knowledge of anatomy and physiology when working with
a patient

Encourage the development of self -sufficienty for a patient
within the limits of an illness or handicap .

.)

76
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Prototype Scale: Respiratory Therapy

A. Experience

Have you ever:

Done paid or volunteer work ith the ill in c

a hospital or nursing home? Yes No

Worked as a member ofia first aid or rescue
squad? Yes No

Provided homehealth care for a seriously
ill person? Yes No

0

If you checked Yes for two or three of these, rate your ski;ls and abilities

for respiratory therapy on the list below.

'B. Skill Rating (My ability to:)

Perform basic life support functions

Use common pulmonary terms and symbols

Describe the anatomy and physiology of the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems

Recognize and deal with medical emergencies

Think and behave rationally when dealing with an emergency

DeterMine the urgency of a,problem and handle it appropriately

Care for and maintain the materials used in respiratory therapy

Use simple oxygen delivery systems

Use aerosol therapy //

Show compassion for those with problems

Translate information and facts to a level appropriate to an
individual's background and experience

'Communicate effectively with patients

Carry ct oral and written difections

Observe safety precautions in handling equipment and medicine
,

4
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Twelve Steps for Awarding Credit Using "I CAN" Lists

Phase I - Initial
A

Step 1: Identify student goals
- admission as matriculated/nOn-matriculated student
- full-time/part-time
- degree program
- credit for prior learning

Step 2: Identify related background of student
- college experience.
- non-formal learning experience

- employment
- volunteer
- home
- travel

Step 3: Complete application, including transcripts, financial aid,
recommendations

Phase II - Initiate Procedures for Accrediting Prior Learning

Step 4: Identify learning experiences (student and counselor)O,
Step 5: Identify skills underlying experience's - use I CAN List

Step 6: Cluster and label related skills - use I CAN List

Step 7: Determine resources available for documentation of experiences

ti

Phase III - Assessment for Credits

Step .8: Determine relevantCrea(s),, courses, or departments fo .

awarding credit

Step 9: Determine mettioaassessment: credit-by-examination,
portfolio, demonstration, etc.

Stei410: Form evaluation team
- faculty
- counselor
- student

Step 11: Write assessment agreement

Step 12: Documentation, measurement, and evaluation

Phase IV - Getting It on the Transcript

(Award of credit is unique to each school -- involves payment for crildits,

selecting relevant course titles, assigning special numbers for "life

experiences," etc.)
.

(i) Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1978

7s
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Appendix C

Scripts for Meetings to Identify and Rate i

Training Competencies
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Script for Meeting Identify Training' Competencies

I. Arrange meetings with panels of 12 instructors in each of the selected

vocational education programs Each panel should, if possible, represent

two or more institutions and in 'tide both institutions.whith do, and do

not, recognize prior experience 1 arning.

1. Set dates, 'times, and location for two meetings with each panel.

These sessions should be rough y ten days to two weeks apart.

2. Arrange for flip Chart, marke s, tape recorder, and tapes; for the-

second session, Training Competency Forms and pencils will be needed.

3. The panel for each program should be representative of instructors in

as.many types and levels of required courses as possible. 11:Lie's

4 should include both men and women, and should be multi - racial end

multi-ethnic, insofar as possible. Instructors should havg taught in

the program for at least one year, and should participate willingly.

II. Develop List of Training Competencies

1. Introduce selveS, panel mem bers, and describe the purpose of the

study.

"We are trying to develop ways tb help colleges and training programs

identify and evaluate people's life experience learning and the job-

relevant knowledge and competencies they already possess. Our purpose

.a4

today is to learn about the courses required in your program, the

knowledge and competencies needed to succeed in these courses, and the

kinds of experiences that might lead you to exe6mt a student from taking '

'.the course."

2. Generating the List of Courses
.

"Let's begin with the courses required' in the first year of the grogram.

I'll list them, starting.with the first semester, if you' 1 give me the

titles. (List on the flip ialhart.]

"Are these all the courses required in the first year o

-85-

81
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.k.
Are there any courses that are sometimes required, but not alwdys?..__Or

any strongly recommended elAdtives whic molt students.take? (If so;

these should be Witten down. .,If any fiAt-year course is prerequisite

to another first-year course, this should also be indicated.]

I

Copies of repesentative Curricula in each occupation will. be

provided to the discussion leader a

probe questions, if needed.

3. Deriving Course Competencies

be used to developrft.Teqr

"Now we're going to focus on the knowledge and compltendieseach course

is designec4td-teach: The first course listed is What does a
,

..person need to know and/or be able to do in order to succeed in this

course? (Focus on the tasks of'the course and the skills and/or knowledge

necessary to accomplish theie tasks. List on flip chart under correspond-
....

ing course title. Probe as necessary: "What knowledge or competencies

are most desirable in students? What.knowledp or competencies are iack-

ing in poor students?"]

"Okay, are there any asks we've missed? Any knowledge or competency "
y .

students should have developed at the end of th course which aren't

listed here?" (If So, these should be written down. If panel cannot-

Come up with others, proceed to the next course.P
,...

After this, a break may be taken before going on to the last at

of the task. The listing of talks for each course, And the knowl-

edge aid competencies required for, them, should be put up where thA

panel members can _refer to them.

4. Listing41tArnative Experience

Now, for each course, We'd like to gAt an idea of the kinds of,experi-

ence that would'be required, for yolPtu exempt a person from this course.

That ,is,, what kinds of.expeiriences are equivalent,totaking the course?"

-I

Make up ^a new liSOng by course titles on the fill) chart. Probe as..

necessary.' 4

S A
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".Is

fi

w>"
there any way a person couldha;re acquired the.kno*ledge or compe-

.

tenoiestaught in this Course? 'Have you shad any student or group of

studentewho seemed f.o=be particularly 441 at this teak? What.kinds

of prior experience(s) didthey have that might have helpd them in .

.
.

this - course?" [If any,.writethem down.]

=..

III., Clobing.
. ,

1. Thenk partioigies. . Explain the purpose of the second session.
.

. ,

"On [date] we will be meeting again so that you can rate the relative
, .. ."

importance bf these knowledges and competencies for success in the

'program. ...

".Thank you very much for your help.,, We look forwaid to seeint&you

A the next meeting."
. tt -.

/
.

Of,
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Script'for Mee4ng Rate Training Competencies
-

I. Thesemeetings will have been set up at the same time the,meeting to

identify the competencies were"sche uied,rough ten days to two weeks

'efter the firstImeeteing. If a dif erent panel is used, it should be
.

comparable to the first,

. 1. Arrange for Training Competency Forms and sharpened pencils. Room

stiou10, be reasonably quiet and large enough for people to,sit one

seat apart, eithen at:tatIles or in chairs with writing surfaces

attached. Assign a 3-digit identification number to each panel .

member. Duplicated lists of the knowledges and competencies for

each course. iould be distributed; each item should be numbered.-

2. Greet p nel,'pass out materials, and explain procedure. [If a

different panel is used, the erpos'e of the study should be
,e`.

Zdescribed and introductions made.]

"Today we will e rating a list of knowledges and competencies that have
_....-.3

previously' been identified as necessary for performing well in the first
'

.

year training courses in . Does everyone yve an identification.

'number?" [If not, give them one.]

"Please write this number at the upper left hand corner of Your rating

form, where it says Rater Nor. This will keep us frqm mixing up.differents'

people's ratings. Each time yoU begin a new sheet, please fill in your

rater number, the date, and the page.number. You neeConly fill in the

other infOrmation requested on the first sheet. ,

"You can see that the space labeled Job-has already been filled in

with file vocational.education program title and a 2-digit number. This.

is a code number that will be used when we key the informatton into the,.

computer. There are spaces for code numbers after each blank; please do

not Write in these spaces.

"In the space labeled Rater Instructional Area, please write the name ,

of the course or courses you teach. For example, you naght fill in the

I

.

8 4 .
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space with 'Technical Writing' or 'Beginning and Advanced Carpentry and

Cabinetmaking "r .

"NoW, circle 'M or F for Rater. Sex. For Institution, write the

' name of the school in which you teadrNince we are using the same ..

procedure in several cities, we are aski you to r ord your location

in the space labeled City: Finally, please indicate whether you were

.involved in the identification of these competencies by circling the Y

next to the space labeled Previous Participation. If this is the firirt

time you have met with us, please,.circle the N . Before we go on, are

there any questions about how to fill in any of the spaces?" [If so,

pause to answer the questions.]

"Please look at the list of competencie§4we handed out. You will

see that each one is numbered; use this number when rating the compe-

tency. It'should be written in the column labeled ComPetendy Item U.

You will raWreach.competency or knowledge twice.

° "First, consider all entering students. Is this competency something

found only in students who perform very well in the beginning courses?

Is it something that every student who performs at the average level

knows or is able to do? Is it a knowledge or competency without which

the student would fail the beginning courses? Or is it not relevant to

perforiance in first-year courses?

"As an example, consider a competency called ",The ability to add a

column of two-digit numbers quickly and accurately;.' From your knowl-

edge of this training program,,is this something only superior students

can do? If it is, you would give it a rating,of 3 in the column headed

EaterintStudents. Is it something that a student must tie able :to do to

maktaaterage grades? If so, you should give it a rating of 2. Is it

something that the student must be able to do in order to juit pass the

course?. In that case, you would rate it 1. If it is not relevant to.
. 140

4

the,first year currIculum, you would assign a rating of 0 in the column

headed Entering Students.

"Next, consider students you would exempt from some ;courses or to

whom you would give advanced placement. ,Would-the compete :y or

.1

p
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knowledge.you are rating be very important in'identifying that student?
d 6

Valuable in identifying the student who sh uld be exempted? Not useful

in identifying such a student? \Or is is competency not relevant,to

identifying students for advanced pla ement or course exemption?

"Let's go back to the competency called 'The ability to add a column

of two-digit numbers quickly and accurately'. If this is very important

in identifying students who should be exempted from courses or 'iven.

advanced placement, you would mark a 3 in the Column headed Advanced/

Course-Exempt Students. If it is valuable in identifying such students,-

you would mark a 2. If it is not useful ifl identifying these students,

you would mark a 1. --If the competency 'is not relevant In awarding

advanced placement or course exemption; you would mark'a zero in the

column headed Advanced /Course - Exempt Students.

"On each line of youerating form there should be a competency

er, a rating for Entering Students, and a rating for Advanced/Course-

`Exempt Students. Are there any questions? [If so, answei- them.]

."We're interested in your individual ratings, so we ask that you

work inde
I

pendently, If ybu have a-questAabout Cite meaning of a
.

knowledge or competency, raise your hand and we will 'attempt to clarify

it.'

"We have extra hating forms and pencils here. I you have a question

about filling out the form, I will be glad to help y . I will announce

[number] of breaks during tke rating session. We have approximately

111

[length. of time] to complete the ratingi. When you have filished,

please put your sheets in order and bring\them to me.-
,

"We'd like to thank you all for agreeing to participate in the

project-L7y r help is invaluable to us.

"Are ere any questions before we begin?" [If so, answer themit]

416

Breaks of about 10.minutes should be announced every hour. Participants

should be, warned when-they have 30 minutes left to complete the ratings.

3. Collect the Elating Sheets I

As participants bring the rating forms up, check thattthe ififormatil

4
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4,

ti

on the first sheet is filled out; that all competencies and knowl-

edges have been rated twice, once in each column; that the rater

has filled in the Rater No. and-Page number on each sheet'; and

that the sheets are in order. Staple them together and thank they"

participant. Offer to send a copy pf'the results -if they will

leave their name and address.

I

I
0

4

t

8"
,

1
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Rater No.

Job

Rp..ter Sex

City°

(0 Date

TRAINING COMPETENCY TORN

t

-93-

-.Rater Instructional Area

Institution

Page of

-Previous Participation
4,

o

Competency Item I/

4

Entering Students Advanced/Course-Exempt'Students

Check that the
number you fill
in corresponds
the competency
you are rating

.

to

3 = Found only in superior
students

2 . NeCessary fok/average
performance in courses

1 = Minimum competency needed
to pass course .

0 = Not relevs. ant

3 = Very important in ikientify-
ing these students

A = Valuable in identifying
7 -these'students 1

1 = Not useful in identifying
these students

\
0 = Not relevantm-

. . .

t . '

. , .

..t
.

,

.
. .

.
.

-
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.
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Sample Vocational Education Skill Description Materials
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TIwauKesna t..ouncy Technical. institute _97_

PHASE ! A. Introduction to Food Sank* .1 !A.
,

Unit 01 Introduction .

.

% Oat. Out Completed

Unit 03 Terminology -

Unit 04 First Aid/Sanitiktign -. -!
i

Unit 05 Operation of Equipment/Safety
S. Introduction to Work
Unit 02 Job Opportunities

.

nit : ob A. .11catiotis/Interviewin.
,

tit 17 I ter re. nal Relationshi
. . .

nit 1 I. :: hedulln
. 12 Wora.Stmaancation_Unit

Unit 44 Dlah Bon, and Wan, Wiablnd
C. Sago Foods
Unit 08 Recipes -

' .

.

Unit 09 Nutrition
Unit 10 Menu Planning 1.

PHASE It A. 'Short Order Cooking/Servic, ,
Unit 39 Sandwich F_'reparatIont

.
-

( Unit 41 Egg and Breakfast Dishes
..,

Unit 43 Snack Bar Operations .
Unit 18 Cafeteria Service/Garnishing/Merchandising i

.

B. Principles of Garde Manger
Unit 37 Salad Prepleation ' ..

.

Unit 38 Salad Dressings I..' 1

,

Unit 40 kppetizerk_Canadas & Horst Oeuvres
Unit 4R Fruits

_

C. Ristaurant Service
Unit 16. SetAin'and Service z

Unit 22 Meat Preparation "Broiling and Short Order

O. Buffet Service ,
, .

i Unit 17 Cold ElUffet

. ,

.

, -

Unit 18. Hot Buffet '4
, /

PHASE III A. Production 1'
Unit 19 soups and Stocks .

."314' Unit 24 Sauces and Gravies
B. Production II (
Unit 23 Vegetables, Potatoes, S(arches

,

C. Production III
. Unit 22 Meat Preparation

Unit 25 Poultry Pripiration
A .

Untt,26 Seafdod Preparation. .

Unit 27. Convenience Fdiath
.. , ,

D: &teat Aalyels
Unit 20 Meat Cutting and Cutlery
Unit 21 Meat Selection i __

L Receiving and Storage\ Unit 13 Purchasing, Receiving 4 Control i

. Unit 14 Coat and Portion Control . Il
e

*

PHASE IV A. Baking
,.,

. .

,

Unit 28 least Breads/Pizza Dough
.

4

.
.

Unit lb 'Yeast Rolle
Unit Wok Breads 4 i 4

IL Baiting II s
0-

it 1 Butter kes/lcin s 10 4

.

Unit 32 Ply: Crusts, Flinngsf Garnishes
a '- _ ....

'b.
.

Unit 34 Foam Cages
.

C. Baking III. - , .

Unit 33 Cookies
_

;

.
Unit 35 Variety Desgerts - ratch Products

_
.

Unit 36 Variety Desserts - ConvernenCe Products
. .i. ... .

4.1
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County Technical Institute

Title Sandwiches COMPETENCY

Code 039

Pr res and evaluates sandwiches.

Page 1 of 2

3thavioralOL)Lective

Given 5 sandwich recipes,
one of each type, the
student prepares and
assembles each and eva-
luates according to
standard product criteria.'

Student will develop
dexterity of movement in
preparing sandwiches and
will maintain quality
standards. .

3/78

'OW

learning_Ixpeeiences/Resources

, N

Eva'Jation

1. Attend lecture /demonstration` on: "Sandwich Preparation and Work
Simplification (set-up)".

Observe instructor's demonstration of sandwich
include:

a. set-up
b. Use of slicer

4

c. assembly e.

d, cutting f.

2. For further understanding view:

FS039 'Sandwich Preparation and Presentation"
FS108 "Fast Sandwich Making"
FS27-3-104 "The Hamburger Sandwich"
Video tape: "Sandwich Preparation"

,..

3. Prepare the following sandwiches for use in the cafeteria:

preparation, to

garnishing
presentation

a. Ham Salad
b. Chicken ,Salad
c. Ulna Salad
d., egg Salad

Nam:

10 or more
10 or more
10 or more
10 or more

_1. A sandwich bar is be set in dining room as one learning
s\activity, TWo students may work as a team. Review Food Pre ra-

ion for the Profe6sional, izer & Porter, Pgs. 3 -
2. A broiler station is also required for steak sandwiches.
3. A fry'station is required for monte cristo's.
4. A toasting station is required for ClubtSandwiches.
5. A grill station is required for grilled cheese:, Ruebens.

,0

In a conference with
student; identify from
observations:

1. dexterity of move-
ment

2, appreciation of
quality standards
and discuss positive
and negative aspects.

t
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Waukesha County Technical Institute

Tttle Sandwiches--- COMPETENCY Prepares and evaluates sandwiches.

Code 039

Page 2 of 2

atnavisral Objective Learning Experiences/Resources

Rev /78

6

. ,

4. Setsandwich stations per instructor's instructions for assembling
the following: (all sandui/hes are to order)

Diningroom - Sandwich Bar'

a. Ham, cheese, turkey, salami with mayonnaise, butter; lettuce,
.tomatoes, onions mid garnishes

Broiler
"..

a. Flank Steak
b. .Broiled Strip Steak

Fry Station

a. Mbnte Cristo

MASTER

.

iwith sauces and. garnishes ,

a. Bacon, Lettucc, Tonaato and garnish
b. Junior Club (2 decker)

GR.11L

a. Grilled Cheese
b. Rueberis'

5. Complete Quiz 039-1 to 80% accruacy

to,

QPTIONAL: -

READ: "Modern Sandwich thods"
Food Preparati for Hotels, Restaurants and Cafetetqae Pgs.
Quantity Food Production, As. 110 -127

4

-89
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Title Appetizers,
Canapes and
Hors d'oeuvres

Code 040/A y

.Page 1 of 2

Waukesha County, Technical Institute

COMPETENCY The student will prepare appetizers, canapd's and hors d' oeuvres.

I

Bthavioral Objective j- Learning

Will prepare correct bases 1.

for use with canapes.

Will use correct combina-
tions for appetitie appeal
and taste.

Will fuse "garnishes

correctly.

Will'make eye-appealing
presentations.

Experi enes/Resources

Attend lecture/denenstraticn
oeuvres".

a. types c2 hot

-b. bases d. cold

CanapeS! and Hors d'

es set-up station g. presentation

f. garnishes h. holding

2. F9F further understanding read the following:

Book of Buffets, Pgs. 17-43
Food'Pre..ration for Hotels Restaurants & Cafeterias

et -term 'gs.

WCTeiiaCief, Pg. 15
Food' Preparation for the Professional, Mizer &Porter,. Pgs, 289-2

A:

'Eva',uatron
I

;Me student wilr be
evaldated on success
of preparing four hot

four cold appetizers.
structor will use

heckli t,

e

Pgs. 84 -loq

3:Review by viewinvid4 tape 44012Ap'petizers"._

4. Select and prepare eight hors d' oeuvres for a special occasion,

or event - select from the following types.: '-,',.
'1,

a. (3Y cold hors 'd oeuvres , Calamani .

-stuffed celery- antipasto tray

-salami horns ,
antipasto relish

-mushrooms ala Greque .Gbacomale Salad

4 4

b. (1) .Canape Spreads
ChOdar Cheese

'''Ilipcdeviled Ham

Shrimp

c. '(.1) Dips -.

.

-Rouquefort Cheese Dig:
Avocado TAR -',:

4

-Qt, an ip

44' .

'(over)

. 4.

et.

1,1

t/sourwith raw Ve4e
Sour Cream Garlic with r

P

o ' 4

ables
vegetables

. ,

4t.;4.

.

00
I

J

s
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Title Appetizets,

Canapes, and
Hors d'oeuvres

Code 040/A

Waukesha County Technical Institute Page-2 of 2

COMPETENCY The_student will prepare appetizers, canapes and hors d'oeuvrs.

atnavioral Objective

----..41

Re \/78

Learning Experiences/Resources

d. Eggs
-Deviled Eggs

e. (3) Hot Appetizers
-Neat Balls in sauce - Oysters Rockerfeller
-Chicken Livers in Bacon (in eason)
-Waterchestnuts in Bacon -Clams Casino
-Wrap Cocktail Franks (in season
-Barbeque Weiner Tidbits

.

7-Chicken Terr yaki
-Cheese Puffs -Egg Rolls-sauces
-Puff Shells .

f. (1) Cheeseplatter

5..ComOete Quiz 040/A-r to 80% accuracy.

Evi'jation,

, w

ek,

98
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TOPIC

Ceramics

a. Clay modeling

b. Slip casting

c. Glazing andunderglazing

d. Staining.

.e. Kiln

Leather

a. Types of leather

1

b. Leather stitches

c. Leather carving

d. Leather stamping

e. Link belts

f. Fasteners .10"

g. Finishes

h. . Leather roq.7

1

Needlework

a. Knitting

I
$4

A

r

-103-

Occupational Therapy

OBJECTIVES

-

Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to:

1. Form projects from c'ay using the slab,
pinch and coil methods.

2. Form a project by slip casting.

3. Load and fire the kiln using cones as
temperaturemeasures.

4. Properly apply glaze, underglaze, or
bisque stain to a Aramic piece.

Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to:,

1. Make a 2" sample each of the whip stitch
and double buttonhole stitch.

2. Make a sample of leather stamping and
finish with dye.

3'; Make a sample of leather carving and
finish with a natural finish.

4. Construct a link belt.

5. Construct 'a simple leather project from

scrapleather.'

6. Set a rivet; eyelet, snap, and grommet.

7. Identify-the basic types of- leather

used in the clinic.

8. Identify basic leather tools.

Upon completion of, the course the student

will be able to:

1. Knit a sample ipvolving:the stockinette,
garter and rib stitch and the process of
increasing and decreasing.

9D

ri
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t

b. Crocheting

c. Embroidery

d. Latchet hook
Xt

e. Needlepoint

f. Colonial mat

g. Rake knitting

Block printing.

Stencilling

Mosaics
4

Games

a. -04tard games--

b. Board games

c. Pencil and paper games

d. Gross motor activities

e.. Ball and beanbag games

-104-

2. Crochet a sample involving the single and
double crochet, and'th process of
increasing and decreasLag.'

3. Make a sample of 'needlepoint involving .

continental, cross and bargello stitches.

4. Mike an embroidery sample involving
cross-, outline, lazy daisy, and satin
stitches.

5. Do a'project in rake knitting.

Make'a square colonial§

Upon completion of the
will be able to

'l. Carve a design on a linoleum block.

t project.

course the student

-2. Print the block on paper using water-
based paints.

.. Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to:

1.. Cut_a three-part stencil.

2. Stencil a design'on paper
based paints:

using water-

Upon completion of the course.the student

14.will be able to:

1. Make a ceramic tile trivet.

.Upon completion of
will be able to:

the course, the student

1.4 To .teach five each of card games,'board
"games, pencil and paper games takihg into
consideration age an4 disability'adapta-
tions.-

2. To teach five each of grosb motor activi-
ties, ball and beanbag games taking into-
consideration age and disability adapta-
tion.

y.

A
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*)Teach

activity Analysis

Ordering

Inventory

.1

-105-

Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to:'

1. Teach a group of people a minor craft
activity, writing up the procedure and
preparing the' necessary supplies4

2. Demonstrate a variety of minor skills
which are learned in the various teaching
sessions.

Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to:

1. To analyze activities so that they may
be appropriately used as therapeutic,
tools.

Upon completion of the course the student
will be able to: '

1. To order supplies necessary for the
various activities'using a standard
ordet form.

Upil completion of the course the student

will be able to:

1. The student will be familiar-with
inventory. techniques.

TEXT

Adams, ronald Daniel,- Alfred H.; Bullman, Lee, Games, Sports and

Exercises for the nysically Handicapped, Philadelphia: Lea &

Febiger, 1975.

. 101.
,......1.L......111L
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Medical Record Technology

'Introduction:

-107-
Northern Virginia Community College

This is the first in a series of five courses which prepares
the medical record technologi, student to competently (1) perform
all routine functions inherent in a medical record department,
(2) cope with day-to-day supervisory respon§ibilities, (3) com-
Cunicate to hospital and departmental personnel new developments
in medical record practice, and (4) recognize the ethical respon-
sib.lities inherent in the role of the medic Al record technician.
This first course alloys the student to"practice.discharge anal-
ysis procedures in the laboratory. Emphasis is placed on recog-
nizing deficiencies in the medical record and recording them
accurately. At the conclusion .of this course the student should
possess at least anointermediate skins. level in discharge anal-
ysis procedures.

Skill:

1. Correctly analyze general medical /surgical, obstetrical and
newborn records according to four different hospital dis-
charge analysis procedures (Greater Southeast Community,
Circle Terrace, Fairfax, Alexandria./ For each procedure a
minimum of 10 records must be compleed at an acceptable
level of competency.

a. -Recognize deficiehcies and the appropriate physician
responsible for completing the deficiency by marking the
appropriate deficiency form used in each procedure.

b. Appropriately interpret medical terminology Ad abbrevi-
ations.

r
.10

,

2. Givenkhypdthetical situations and a hospital suspension
pOlicy,'correctly determine which doctors should be suspended
and complete the necessary forms.

3. Given hypothetical situations and a hospital suspension pol-
icy,involving suspension list problems, correctly ascertain
the correct course of action in each situation.

Attributes`:

1. Appreciate the importance of the discharge analysis function
in terms of legal and educational implications and'good
patient cares

2: Rdspect the confidential nature of the information in the
medical record.

- 3. Appreciate the importance of a detailed well-;organized dis-
charge analysis procedure.

I
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Evaluation:

Each record wilLbe evaluated on the basis of thefollowig.
criteria:

No _major errors will be accepted toward course require-
ments':

0-1 minor errors A
2-3 minor errors
4-5 minor errors C

Major errors are defined as overlooking over charging%

1. Completed Face Sheet including signatures
2. History andkPilysica1
3. . Admission Notes

Discharge.Summary or Note
5. ',Operatiye Report
6. Pre- and Post- anesthetic notes
7. Consultations
8. 'Prenatal forms
9. Delivery record
10. Newborri Infant' record
11. Physician discharge order
12. Correct physician

Minor errors arelefined as:
ti

1. Signatures-(excluding face sheets)
2.- Countersignatures
3. Admission and discharge nurses' notes
4. Progress notes
5. Pelvic measurements
6. Final Lab .Summary
7. Short -stay forms
8. :Birth certificates
9.", Tissue Rep6tt-§-

(10. Consultation requests
11. OB Admission Record blood group'

Final\Grade'Determination:

1. 25% ,--- quantity

46-48 A = 95-100
42-47 B = 88- 94
40-41 C = 80-. 87

/ \
2. 65% Quality

Je

0-1 A = 95-100
2-3 B = 88-- 94'
4-5 C = 80-87

10 "
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MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE .

COURSE OUTLINE

2-04 Prtg 3b6 Cold Type Paste Makeup 1
Dept. Dept. Course ' L Course Title
No. Abbr. No.

Prepared by Printing and Pubitishing
Department Instructor(s)

DISTRICT OFFICE QF INSTRUCTION

__2_
Credit (or) Voc. (or) C.E.C.

Credit

___Alexander_Gr-adian.-
Dean

. 'GENERA&
.

(Statements

.
.

OBJECTIVES OF COURSE .

,

.

identifying educational goals of course)

necessary in producing actual pasteups for . .

operations involved. .

. .

, .

'
3

.

..
. .

(

4

, . ,,

.
.

o demonstrate the `procedures
reproduction, and the related

. ,

,

. .

.

.

.

. UNIT
NO.

,

o. INSTRUCTIONAL. UNIT

.1

. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT
(The specific oblectIves reflect the behavioral outcomes which indicate what the student
Will be able.to do at the completion of the unit. Evaluation N then to be based on the
student's accomplishment of MIMI obiectIves.` AMMO that each statement is prefixed
with 'NM student will be able 'W.')

1

2

3

4.

.

.

.

4.

Ruling

-

x

Pasting Up Basic
Newspaper Pages

.

Contact Prints
.

Pasting Up Newspaper Ads
and. Magazine PagesPages

.
.

,

.

.

.
.

i

:

.

.

*$

1. To rule with a pencil. 4

.

(
2.'To rule with a pen.

, -

1. To demonstrate basic past9up procedures.
2. To define trim lines and how tjiey are used.

,

1. To demohstrate the making of contact prints
and developing procedlwes forthem. .

.

,

1. To evaluate the layout and design of ads.
2. To space out reproduction proofs to make the

or page look pleasing to the eye. /

3..To develop kill in pasteup, and the use of
cold type ma erials. - .

.

4. To set phot display lines and use the
strike.-on method of setting type.

.

4

.

. . w

.

- 1 0 4 \'

_. Course Numbering; 100-199, Associate Clegnee; 200-299, College Parallel; 300.399, Certificate and Diploma; 400-499, VocationalAdult; 500-599,
Apprentice; 700-799, Adult High Schoo 900-999, High School Age Youth.

-

I

ti
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Competency Record'

AUTOMECHANICS

SCHOOL

Scboolcraft Community College District Articulation. Project

The csmpetence record tells what hesLen demonstrated.

Grading:- + Exemplary performanc; on task. -(Demonstrated task andmet suggested criteria well above ex-

petted response within 125Z of flat rate.)
Satisfactory performance on task.° (Achieved 1002 on cyst/performance of suggested task

criteria.)
t A Attempted performance on cask. (Made an unsuccessful effort to fulfill the suggested task

criteria.)

. - Secondary . Post Secondary

Grade Date Teacher Grade Data Teacher

DUTY; P11730112illn ENGI1(8 OVIE28AUL ACTIVE:MS

4

.

.

.

.

A-1 Clean an engine.
.. .

.--

t

A-2 Replaceengine mounts.

A-3 Remove engine with transmission from vehicle.

A-4 Install engine,vith transmission. - .

.

A-5 Diseasemble engine with transmission.

A-6
.

Clean engine parts and check for conditions.
.

A-7 Replace oil'pen gaskets. - i
.

A-8 Replace seals and gaskets.
.

A-9 Replace oil pump. ,..,'

.

A-10
-.--4

Remove-and install camshaft.
.

A-11 Replace camshaft bearings.
'1

A-12 Replace crankshaft main bearing,.
_

A-1) kemove, inspect and install crinkahaft.. ---.
'I

A-14 P.erform operational inspections to test engine, lubri-

cation system. ..

%
.

A-15 '
Remove and install (press fit) piiton i4 .04.2

A-16 Remove and install connecting rod and piston assemblies.

A-17 Remove and install piston rings. .

A-18 Replace connecting rod bessings.

A-19 .Check cylinder head warpage.
. ,

A-20 Remove valves. \ ,

A-21 Reface %ty.' seats.

A-22 Reface'vZies.
. .1 .

A-23 Reaming valve guides.

A-24 Install valves.

A-25 Valve adjustment.

A-26 Replace exhaust manifold gasket(s).

A-27 Replace flywheel ring gear.

A-28 Replice flywheel and flywheel ring gear.

105
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WAUKESHA COUNTY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
MECHANICAL DESIGN PROIRAM EVALUATION

4,1
SUMMER, 1079

-1

'Title-of respondent:.
a

Areaks) of responsibility:

I.
Number of employees under your immediate supervision:

Number of employees in your company:

Nature of work. performed by your company:

%

. The following competencies: are taught in the Mechanical Design Program at
the Waukesha County ethnical Institute. We are attempting to determine
the correlation betweerrthe competucies taught in WCTIq'program and those
competencies required of Mechanical Design program gr'aduates as entry-level
skills by area employers such as'yourself. Therefore, using'a riling scale
of 1 to 5 (1=no need, ..., 5=Cr'itical need), please rate each.of the follow-.
ing competencies in relation to .ygur department's. needs; i.e., if the ability,
to properly set and sharpen drawing compasses critical need as an
entry-level skill in. our department, place a 5 i the space provided in the

. satin column; if it is of little.need, place a i'in the space provided in
the -r,aling column, etc. Please feel'free to comment on any of the items or
toqualify any of your responses or to specify additional entry-level skills
not included in the questionna4re.

1

1=No Need 2=Little Need' 3=Average Need 4=Great Need 5= Critical. Neel

RATING , COMMENTS

I. Technical .Drafting I

1. Properly.set and sharpen
dfawing compasses. ,

2. Free hand letter all the cap-
ital letters of the alphabet, .--'

whole numbers, and'fractions
to an employable quality 1

level.

3. _Draw standard geometric
construction.

4. Draw an orthographic orojeC-
tion upnq propAline widths,
4ine.4ensities, and line
quality.

106
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5. Dimension an orthographic
projection correctly using.
the standard rules of dimen-
sioning, using, base line,

center line, oetric,
and uni-directional dimen-
sioning.

6. Make an acceptable blueprint.

; using a bl.ueprint.machine.
7. Draw primary auXiliary views.
,8. Draw secondary auxiliary

views.

9: Draw the following section .

drawings: full,,half, off,

set, revolved, broken-oul
(partial), removed, aligned,
and material coding.

10. Include the following in iso-
metrie'drawings: isometric
lines, non - isometric lines,

ellipses, and exploded isometric
drawings with dimensions. '

11 Draw the following types of
oblique drawings: cavalier

and cabinet.
12. Sketch free hand orthographic)

and isometric drawings.'
1.3. Ink .an orthograpnicdrawing,
14. Irfk lettering using LeRoy let-

tering,set.
15.c. Make revisions using the folr

.4, lowing drawings: Mylar
Mylar revision, and

Sepia revision.

II. Tedhnical Drafting II

RAT PIG

1. Identify, specify, and repre-
sent different types of
threaded items common to
mechanical assemblies.

2. Identify, specify, and7repre-
sent different types of nori-

threadedfasteners.
3. Calculate proper. engagement

length, drill depth, and
thread depth for thre&led'A

Tassemblies.
4. Prepare detail draw ngs with

complete infdrmatien th accor-
dance with industria

'standards.

COMMENTS

4>

r

T.

I.

I)
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Appendix E

Prototype Rating Scales
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Sample Performance-Rating Sdale (

Cook/Chef

r

Namel. j Rater -: ,..

.
.. . -

4i!,t4.
-
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.

,Instructions: For each lettered item/place a check beside the description
tha,best matches the performance you observe'.

.

z.

,

a. Uses basic tools of bulk food preparation

Uses these poorly;
major errors/
serious misuse and
problems

Uses these adequately;
some minor errors or .

problems

b. Uses weights and.measures accurately

Most weights and
measures accurate;
only minor and
insignificant
errors

Dots not' weigh or
measure accurately;
seriqus or major
errors

c. Meets safety standards in use of kitchen equipment

Equipment used so
as to create
serious safety
problems

d. Set priorities

Serious problems
in time manage-
ment and
sequencing'of
activities

e. Use of menu terminology

Uses thse'appropri-
ateay with skill and
dexterity

.

'All weight's and

measures accurate

Only minor safety No unsafe use of

problems in use of ,kitchen equipment

kitchen equipment

Minor problems in
of

act vities or in '

sequence of food
preparation

Incorrect use,bf-\ _ Most food described

menu terminology cqrrectly; no major

for several food errors in terminology

prqducts .

109'

Activities well
organized; sequence
appropriate; time
management effidient

All food products
described in correct
menu terminology



Name:

1

Sample Prodligt Rating Scale

Cook/Chef

In'StrtCtions:

Appetizer

Salad

Seafood

Potatoes

Vegetable

FrUit

Garnishes

6

r

Raters

8

Taste each food item. Then rate its quality using the scale
below.

.

4.

Inadequate product,
geiiods1y 'cmer-: or

undercooked, or .
inappropriate in
appearance taste

;4Adequate product,
meets minimal
acceptable'pasiing
standard for course

.

_ - .
Excellent product,

jmeets or exceeds
'work done by
students in course
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